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Abstract 
 

 

Terrorist attacks are increasingly widespread and dangerous for our 

communities. For this reason, in order to protect buildings from these 

threats, the structures behavior subject to explosion is evaluated.  

In particular, this master thesis analyzes the effects on performances of four 

masonry walls exposed to an explosive charge placed at a distance of 5 m 

from each of them. 

Before the field tests, several scentific articles were considered to asses the 

explosive charge had such to generate an intermediate damage to the walls 

with dimensions 2.5x2.5x0.24 m. Thise analyze were made taking into 

account the charge in kilograms of equivalent TNT and subsequently 

converting the values found in kilograms of Dynamite. 

In each test performed there is a wall, called the control wall, without any 

reinforcement and three in which there is a reinforcement on the facade 

directly exposed to the explosive charge or on the opposite facade. The 

reinforcements, supplied by the same company, are of three distinct types: 

a premixed and fiber-reinforced mortar, a high resistance carbon fiber net 

applied by an adhesive and a bi-directional fiberglass fabric fixed to the wall 

face by an adhesive. 

 The tests were carried out in the La Marañosa field, a military camp 14 km 

away from the center of Madrid. The masonry walls were fixed on metal 

auxiliary structures which are in turn fixed on a slab of concrete already 

present on site. The amount of Dynamite used were of 22.8 kg or 31.6 kg, 

sizes studied to guarantee intermediate damage. For the evaluation of the 

explosive performance, the pressure gauges were positioned at a distance 

of 5 m, equal to the distance of the explosive charge with respect to the 

walls. In addition, on the outer face of the wall, were posizioned the 

accelerometers that allowed to measure one of the three components of the 

vibrations, and the high-speed camera, that allowed to calculate the speed 

of the shock wave in the tests and to have a video of the progress of the 

phenomenon. The damage were measured using the electrical Schmidt 

Hammer in 20 points for each wall facade. This examination on the quality 

of the walls was evaluated by measuring the real rebound coefficient, the 

so-called Q value. Furthermore, the areas of the walls, in which the 

fragmentation occurred, were calculated using the AutoCad software. 



 

 

From the three tests carried out, it is observed that the charge of 31.6 kg of 

Dynamite, placed at a distance of 1.71 m/kg1/3 from the walls and at a 

height of 0.70 m above the ground, makes it possible to obtain an 

intermediate damage with greater effect respect to the charge of 22.8 kg.  

The parameters obtained from the three tests are similar to the data 

determined by the theoretical analysis. From the experimental tests it was 

found that the analysis of the behavior of the walls is more visible in the 

two tests where the 31.6 kg explosive is used. In these two cases it is found 

that the most suitable solution to avoid fragmentation is the presence of 

reinforcement in the facade in direct contact with the explosive charge. In 

particular, the reinforcement that has the best anti-fragmentation 

capabilities is that made of carbon fibers. 

In the following months, more specific analyzes will be carried out on the 

results obtained by the three tests and will be increased with other tests that 

present different boundary conditions compared to those treated in this 

final thesis. 
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Introduction 

Modern States are forced to face different challenges that threat the national 

security of different Countries. Among these challenges include 

international terrorism and high diffusion weapons of mass destruction in 

all over the World, one of the most important threat that has to be faced 

today. In fact, it should be considered that in a total of 4.4% of global 

accidents worldwide [Centro para el desarrollo Tecnològico Industrial, 

2017] there are roughly 2.6% of human losses caused by terrorist attacks in 

the last 15 years. The deaths occurred have been many and damages to the 

infrastructure systems have been so relevant between the Countries that 

Cities Security have become now days an actual issue. 

One of the strength’s points of the infrastructure system consists in the level 

of development reached by from technology and manufacturing point of 

view; according to this it is possible to assure certain security standards. 

Unfortunately modern society is increasingly dependent on the 

infrastructure system from the economic and social perspective; hence, a 

certain security requirements must be realized in phase of construction and 

during the operational one. According to these reasons, the security task is 

carried on by the Sistema Nacional de Gestion de situaciones de crisis. In 

particular, “Sistema Nacional de Gestion de situaciones de crisis” evaluates 

the critical infrastructures protections trying to find new arrangments, aim 

to reduce the vulnerability of the system as is the case with the PICAEX 

project. 

 

Project PICAEX (Protecciòn de Infraestructuras Criticas Frente a Explosiones) 

has the purpose of developing a general methodology in order to analyze 

the damages into reinforced concrete structures and the wall built with 

different materials following different design concepts. The evaluation 

method is focused on simulations supported by a huge amount of data from 

real-scale tests. The main result is that it allows to reduce critical 

infrastructure vulnerability from terrorist attacks leaded with the use of the 

IED explosive (Improvised Explosive Device). 

This project, still active today, is made up of a consortium of three private 

companies that accept to work together to develop this project. These 

companies are: TAPUSA, FHECOR, and MAPEI.  
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TAPUSA is a company specialized in the construction of bridges and 

structures. One of its main objectives is the implementation of the I+D+i 

(Investigacion, desarrollo y innovacion, that is research, development and 

innovation in the new construction technology, new production process 

and the use of recyclable materials) in order to improve global security in 

public buildings.  

In particular this company deals with: 

 

1. Defining the actions that affect the structure and their 

measurements; 

2. Structural analysis after the explosions, numerical analysis and 

design of the elements to be tested, numerical interpretation of the 

results; 

3. Definition of the methodology analysis and project of the structure. 

 

FHECOR is one of the most important Spanish consultants specialized in 

structures, covering a wide range of types and structural materials, being 

present in all the phases of the infrastuctures life cycle. This company has a 

department of I+D+i where this project and the associated calculations are 

realized. 

The general purpose of FHECOR is to be able to offer solutions to its 

customers in defending the IED. 

In order to carry out its aim, it is foundamental to: 

 

1. To Compute numerical analysis models with the appropriate 

simplifications; 

2. Interpret the results obtained by testing with explosive; 

3. Define the type of structure analysis and design considering the 

higher number of explosion cases. 

 

MAPEI is the world leader in the manufacture of innovative adhesives and 

chemical products for buildings. It has a particular interest in the PICAEX 

project for the development of new products and improvement of existing 

ones. It owns two factories for the assembly of materials that are certificated 

in accordance with the international standards required for the realization 

of the specimens. The company's technical objectives in the project are: 

 

1. The investigation and validation of the product developed before 

for another purpose; 
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2. To make improvements to its product; 

3. To optimize the choice of material to increase safety. 

 

Besides these companies the Explosive Group of Departamento de 

Ingeniería Geológica y Minera de la Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros 

de Minas y Energía, de la UPM collaborates in the projec; specifically they 

are involved in explosive tests, with the main task of define the test charge 

and the map of damages determined by numerical methods. 

In this project, the explosive in analysis is an explosive IED (Improvised 

Explosive Device), an easy-to-manufacture explosive that can be built 

through the use of cheap materials with a high guarantee of effect 

considering Its potential effect on the infrastructures in general. For these 

reasons it is studied how to improve the resistance to the explosion in 

reinforced concrete, the most used material in critical constructions and 

infrastructures. This material is extremely diffused in civil infrastructures 

because it has good resistance to wear or fire. Moreover, it is available on 

low-priced and it is easy-to-operate thanks to its good mechanical 

properties. The main drawback in using this material is the high 

vulnerability of the structures to explosives. Hence, three different 

reinforcement possibilities to improve the resistance against explosion have 

been studied. The first method consists of adding fibers (glass, steel, carbon 

or polypropylene) as internal reinforcement, or proceeding in coating the 

cement with aluminum foam, steel foil as external reinforcement or both 

methods. For this very reason, it is mandatory to define the right 

reinforcements to limit the damage of the attacks and work on different 

levels to define the technical objectives of the PICAEX project. Through this 

project it will be defined a real risk scenario,  in other words a test with a 

real-time IED explosive, by the use of the Schmidt hammer to elaborate the 

damage map produced by the explosion. Furthermore several numerical 

forecasting tools that will model the behavior of reinforced concrete will be 

calculated. Through this calculation it will be possible to validate the 

coating as an element that increases resistance to the explosive and finally 

obtain a geometry that allows a better dissipation of the energy that 

produces the explosion. 

 

To allow a comprehensible reading of the elaborate, it was decided to divide 

the discussion into two chapters. The first chapter will mainly deal with the 

theoretical concepts and notions of existing articles. The second chapter will 
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be addressed to the PICAEX project with the analyzes and design choices 

made during the entire work plan.  
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1 – Explosives 

An explosion is a phenomenon of chemical-physical transformation that 

happenes in a very rapid time, generating a large amount of energy and gas. 

It is considered usable when the explosive substance is subjected to a 

suitable energy (electrical, thermic or shock) that is a correct primer. It is 

important that the reaction does not stop but continues until the total 

decomposition of the charge. 

A substance to be considered explosive must meet the basic criteria. First, it 

must have a high energy content. Furthermore explosives must have chemical 

stability which allows them to keep in time and to be activated and finally 

triggering the decomposition reaction is necessary. In addition, they must 

have a very high reaction speed that allows the release of energy in a very 

short time. 

1.1 – Classification of explosives 

Explosives are various and they can be divided into different categories 

according to different parameters. They can be divided into families 

according to their decomposition speed or according to their chemical 

composition as we will see below [Mancini Renato & Marilena Cardu, 2001]. 

1.1.1 - Classification of explosives on the basis of the 
reaction speed 

The explosives, as mentioned above, are the decomposition of the charge 

that takes place very quickly. These explosive reactions can be divided into 

two distinct classes based on the speed of the reactions of individual 

charges. The classification distinguishes the phenomena of: explosion and 

detonation. The speed taken into account as a reference for the classification 

of explosives is the sonic speed, that is the speed with which a sound 

propagates in means. This reference speed allows us to distinguish the 

deflagrations, characterized by a low propagation speed of the reaction, up 

to 300 m/s, that is a subsonic velocity and detonation characterized by a 

higher reaction rate of about 1000-8000 m/s, namely one supersonic speed. 
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Deflagrating explosive (non-confined) is a combustion phenomenon of a 

substance due to the presence of oxygen, consisting of a low reaction speed 

(< 300 m/s) that is dependent on the conformance and on the granulometry 

of the charge. The decomposition reaction of explosive particles develops 

hot gases that allow to reach high temperatures until the charge is 

exhausted as can be seen in Figure 1-3. Detonation is a phenomenon that 

occurs with an instantaneous decomposition of the charge. It is an 

exothermic chemical reaction that propagates in the material by generating 

a shock wave. This shock wave compresses the material by generating heat 

and intermolecular fractures, producing the release of fuel and oxidant that 

recombinate by generating gases. The formation of these gaseous products 

releases large amounts of energy (in the form of light, noise, etc.) allowing 

the shock wave to self-fuel. As can be seen clearly from Figure 2-3, 

detonation is propagated by sudden increase in pressure and temperature, 

bringing the substance under reaction conditions, and the generated energy 

serves to press the adjacent state and allow the propagation of the charge. 

There is an "ideal detonation" where the reaction zone is very thin and the 

reaction complete at the detonation front with detonation speed. The 

explosiones are classified as either deflagrations or detonations.  

 

 

Figure 1. Deflagrazione of explosives, chemical decomposition by thermal transfer of oxygen 
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Figure 2. Detonation, propagation of decomposition under the effect of a shock wave 

 

      

 

 

In addition, detonating explosives are divided into: 

 

a) Primary or primer explosives 

b) Secondary Explosives 

 

Primary explosives are highly susceptible to impact, friction and heat, and the 

released energy and detonation speed are low. For this reason, they are used 

as a component in detonators in combination with other compounds with 

the explosive trigger function that cannot detonate by a single stimulus: 

these explosives are the secondary ones. Among the main primary 

explosives most commonly used are Mercury Fulminate, Lead Acidate 

Azotidrato di Piombo and Lead Styphnate. 

 

Figura 3. On the left an example of deflagration and on the right an example of detonation 
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Secondary explosives, as previously mentioned, need a primary one to start 

their decomposition reaction. They are compounds or mixtures that contain 

high amounts of energy, great stability and are subdivided into military or 

industrial explosives. 

1.1.2 - Classification of explosives based on chemical 
composition 

Another type of classification can be defined on the chemical composition 

of the explosive. Three different explosives can be found: 

 

a) Chemical compounds 

b) Explosive mixtures 

c) Explosive mix 

 

The chemical compounds contain both an oxidant, that is oxygen, and a 

combustive agent, generally consisting of hydrogen and carbon. When 

triggered, they combine to produce gaseous products. An example of an 

explosive belonging to this explosive family is Tritol, Trinitrotoluene, 

quoted with the acronym TNT. 

 

Explosive mixtures are substances produced by the combination of two or 

more compounds, each of them is not an explosive if taken individually. 

This can be beneficial in case of safe transport and handling. In explosive 

mixtures, oxygen is never in a free state but is provided by one of the two 

explosive compounds. An example of this family of explosives is the 

mixture of ammonium nitrate (oxidative substance containing a large 

amount of oxygen) and combustible oil, known more commonly as ANFO. 

 

Finally explosive mix consisting of the composition of two or more 

compounds of which, at least one, is an explosive. Usually these non-

explosive substances are added to mitigate the sensitivity to external actions 

and the power of the explosive. Explosive blends are distinguished by 

physical mixtures obtained by fusion of the ingredients and chemical 

mixtures obtained by gelatinization. These explosive mixtures are very 

satisfying from the energetic point of view; some blends if they were used 

with only the components that generated the explosion would be of low 

power and with various drawbacks. An example of this group of explosives 

is Dynamite and Blasting Gelatin and Plastic Explosives. 
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1.2 – Use of explosives 

Depending on the characteristics of the different explosives, it is possible to 

define the different use for each substance. 

Their use is manifold and spans into three large groups, which are military, 

civilian, and improvised explosives that will be exposed later on. 

 

Military explosives such as Pentrite (PENT), Tetrile (CE), Exogenous (eg 

Cyclonite, C6) and Trinitrotoluene (TNT) can be used alone or by adding 

substances that allow improve performance, such as aluminum powder. 

These types of explosives can also be added in plastic materials such as 

synthetic polymers. In this case plastic explosives are obtained, gelatinized 

and are between the most powerful exhibitors. One of the most used plastic 

explosives in recent years is the explosive C4 (where C stands for 

"Compound", "Composition"), an explosive produced by the RDX 

(Cyclotrimethylentrinitroamine) composition. These explosives have 

features that allow them to be resistant to moisture and extreme 

temperatures and it is possible to find them in different shapes and colors. 

Due to their humidity tolerance they can be hidden in liquids by avoiding 

organic solvents to prevent the explosive substance from dissolving. 

 

Civil explosives are substances that differ from color, granulometry and 

solidity between solid and gelatinous. They are mainly used for 

geotechnical works, underground excavations and demolition works. In 

mining field, the most used explosives are those based on Nitrate, 

Potassium or Ammonium, also there is the Blasting Gelatin, consisting of 

92% by Nigrgliceria and for the remainder, that is 8% by Cotton Collodius, 

Dynamite based on Nitroglycerin and other inert substances. However, 

these explosives are dangerous because they are sensitive to shocks, which 

makes transportation very difficult. For this reason, many countries have 

adopted the combination of explosive substances once they have reached 

the workplace in order to avoid explosive cartridges already fragmented (as 

it is still adopted in Italy) that are more dangerous and sensitive. In 

addition, explosives for civil use have a variable density but very similar to 

that of water. This allows good tolerance to the environments in the 

presence of water, but some of them do not detonate if they are immersed 

in water. These explosives are also susceptible to high temperatures, as 

explosives or other substances in the interior can decompose and come out. 
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Improvised explosive devices are devices called “Improvised Explosive 

Devices” (IDEs) and are generally secretly designed to carry out terrorist 

and guerrilla warfare operations. These types of explosives can be of 

different shapes and sizes, and they can contain different quantities of 

explosives or other material, always capable of causing damage. Precisely 

for this reason it is very difficult to define the power of such a weapon. 

Detonators can also be of various types, can be taken from military 

equipment or can be crafted in the home. Precisely because of the poor 

ability to possess the materials suitable for the correct manufacture of a 

device or for the low professionality of the manufacturer. In fact, these 

devices can encounter various problems: premature or incomplete 

detonation may occur, or gas outflow can corrode the metallic container 

that might decompose. 

 

1.3 – Main types of explosives 

The most widely used explosives, in general, are chemical explosives that 

possess a high speed of charge decomposition, which is a rapid oxidation 

reaction that generates a sudden increase in temperature and the formation 

of large quantities of gas. Usually the explosives are found in the form of 

white or black powder, which before being inserted into the container are 

wet, giving the powder a pasty consistency to avoid premature explosions. 

Among the most used explosives we can remember: TNT (Trinitrotoluene), 

Ottogene (HMX), RDX and Nitroglycerine and compound explosives such 

as Dynamite, Black Powder, plastic explosives (C-4), and the ANFO, a 

combination of Ammonium Nitrate and Fuel Oil. The physical and 

chemical characteristics of the various explosive materials affect their use. 

Among the possible uses one has to be taken into account: in addition to the 

civil and the military one there is also the terrorist one. The IED device is 

made up of the most suitable explosive substances to overcome normal 

safety checks. Following are the main explosives that are commonly used 

with the main technical characteristics. 
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1.3.1 – Simple explosives

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) 

Trinitrotoluene, commonly known with the acronym TNT and in Italy with 

the name of Tritolo, is an aromatic nitrocomposite obtained by the 

nectarization of toluene. At room temperature it is in a crystalline solid light 

yellow form as can be seen in Figure 4. It is an explosive insoluble in water 

but soluble in organic solvents such as for example in ethylic ether and in 

benzene. The Tritol is one of the most widespread explosives thanks to its 

characteristics that allow it to be very stable and insensitive to shocks and 

stress. It is one of the best explosives used in the military field, but it is not 

very suitable in the mine because during its combustion it releases the 

Carbon Monoxide, a poisonous gas, in odor and taste, that would pollute 

the tunnel air. Its triggering takes place by means of a detonator. Moreover 

it is a little hygroscopic explosive and does not react with metals; this allows 

it to be stored for many years. But it must be protected from the exposure 

of alcohols, which combined together generate an unstable compound, very 

sensitive to shocks and heat. As in most nitrocompounds, it is used for the 

composition of explosive mixtures such as Amatol, mixed with Ammonium 

Nitrate.

Nitroglycerin 

Nitroglycerine, also known as trinitrine, is an explosive substance sintered 

in 1847 by Asciano Sobrero. It is a substance with a high reaction speed 

(7000-7400 m/s) but extremely sensitive and unstable. In 1867, Alfred Nobel 

stabilized nitroglycerine, generating an explosive mixture consisting of 75% 

of Nitrogligerin and 25% of Diatomaceous powder, giving rise to Dynamite. 

Nitroglycerin is a powerful detonating explosive, which at room 

temperature is a colorless to yellow oily liquid (Figure 5) when it is not very 

Figure 4. On the left, the chemical layer of Trinitrotoluene is shown; on the right, an image of the TNT at room 
temperature 
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pure. Decomposes easily exploding at impact and for heating above 50°C, 

detonating at about 200°C. However, it can detonate even at ambient 

temperatures. Precisely because of its instability and for safety reasons, it is 

never used pure but always used mixed with other stabilizing substances 

and forms the basis for the formation of various types of Dynamites. 

Nitroglycerin is formed by glycerine gelling process in a nitrating mixture, 

that is a mixture of concentrated nitric acid (70%) and concentrated sulfuric 

acid (98%), all carried out at a temperature of 15°C.

   

Figure 5. Chemical formula of Nitroglycerine and example of explosive at room temperature in poor conditions 

Ciclotrimetilentrinitroammina (RDX) 

Ciclotrimetilentrinitroammina (Figure 6), commonly called RDX, is a 

nitroamine which is one of the most used explosives in the military field. It 

is one of the new explosives invented and in fact the first two letters, 

Resarch and Development, have the same meaning of the brand new 

explosives and as a third digit they are made up of an identification number. 

In the case of this explosive the third digit is identified with the letter "X", 

which stands for unknown. It was not possible to enter a number for this 

explosive due to reaching the maximum number in the archives. 

Subsequently, an identifying number was attributed to the 

Cyclothymethylenetrinitroamine, by now, has been memorized with the 

starting name, then it was always called RDX, by the military. 

RDX is an explosive generated by reacting concentrated nitric acid on 

hexamine. When it is freshly prepared and is pure it is encountered as a 

white crystalline solid. It begins to deconpate at a temperature of 170 

degrees centigrade and detonates at a higher temperature, around 250 

degrees centigrade. If concerved in ambient temperatures it is very stable 

but unstable to water, with a fair sensitivity to impact that can increase if it 

is crystallized at a temperature of -4 degrees. To detonate this explosive 

needs a detonator. It is usually used in mixtures with other explosives, for 

example RDX is the  basic  compost  for  some  military  explosives  such  as   
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 C-4. 

    

Figure 6. Chemical formula of RDX and example of explosive in poor conditions  

Ciclotetrametilentetranitroammina (HMX) 

Ciclotetrametilentetranitroammina (Figure 7), commonly called HMX or 

Ottogene, is a very powerful and unstable shock explosive. It is a 

nitroamine very similar to RDX. It is an explosive used in the military field: 

in detonators, as an explosive to plastic, in nuclear weapons and as solid 

fuel for rockets. The acronym of this explosive means "High Molecular 

weight" and the third letter is like the RDX. 

     

Figure 7. Chemical formula of HMX and example of explosive in poor conditions  

Pentrite (Pentaerythritol tetranitrate) 

Pentrite, also known as PETN (Figure 8), is one of the most powerful 

explosives so far produced and it is comparable to the RDX and HMX. The 

PETN is a more sensitive explosive than TNT, in fact it is never used as a 

secondary charge, but always as a primary charge in detonators and to 

constitute the slow-burning fuses and as a reinforcing of the ammunition of 

small arms. It is shown that PETN is not quickly biodegradable and if 

thrown into watercourses it causes pollution of the layer and can continue 

to pollution of the aquifer.  
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Figure 8. Chemical formula of PETN and example of explosive in poor conditions  

1.3.2 - Composite explosives 

Dynamite 

Dynamite is an explosive invented by Alfred Nobel in 1866, in the attempt 

to stabilize the nitroglycerine, by Antonio Sobrero, by adding silicon-based 

absorbing substances. It was a great discovery because it was considered 

the safest (and most stable) explosive of the time. However, at low 

temperatures, the nitroglycerine escapes from the dynamite sticks (which 

can be seen in Figure 9) putting in serious danger the workers who have to 

handle it. In these conditions there was a probability of release of 

nitroglycerine and safety problems previously found. After highlighting 

this problem, the studies focused on the search for new materials. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Examples of Dynamite sticks 
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ANFO 

ANFO (Figure 10) is the acronym of "Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil" is a 

highly safe explosive mixture consisting of Ammonium Nitrate, Diesel and 

other minor additives, used in general for civil uses in quarries and mines, 

given their low cost and low sensitivity. This explosive need an optimal 

fuel-combustive ratio that ensures perfect detonation. Also, since its 

sensitivity is very low, it requires a repeater to make sure that the 

detonation occurred. It is very important that in the detonation of the ANFO 

there is a proper percentage of ammonium nitrite (95.5%) and hydrocarbon 

(heavy oil, 5.5%). In the opposite case, harmful toxic gases such as carbon 

monoxide and carbon dioxide are generated, just for this reason it is an 

explosive not allowed underground. Furthermore, the ANFO is 

hygroscopic, so its storage must be done carefully and away from humid 

environments, since water interferes with its explosive function. 

This explosive is very popular due to its great stability and low cost. For 

this last reason, terrorists, such as ETA and Palestinian extremists, have 

adopted this explosive among those they used. 

 

Figure 10. Example of ANFO 
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Black powder 

Black Powder (Figure 11) is one of the first explosives used in history. It is 

a deflagrating explosive with a decomposition rate of the subsonic charge. 

This reduces the pressure peaks on the firing chamber of the weapons and 

makes this explosive less suitable for the use of abatement of rock masses. 

It is a mixture of wood carbon, sulfur and potassium nitrate and is used for 

the realization of a slow combustion fuse.  

 

 

C-4 

The C-4 (Figure 12) is a plastic explosive used both in the military field and 

in the field of demolitions. Plastic explosives are generally semi-solid with 

high potential insensitive to impact and by its characteristics are easy to 

handle, durable and safe. The C-4 is an explosive consisting of the explosive 

RDX enriched with additives that make it similar to an easy-to-mold filler. 

Thanks to a high percentage of paraffin we can always find the C-4 as a 

paste of various colors (from opaque white to gray). 

Figure 11. Example of black powder in nature 
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1.4 – TNT equivalent 

The differences in the characteristics and behavior of the different 

explosives as described in the previous chapter allows us to understand that 

the explosion generated by two charges of equal weight but of different 

materials placed at the same distance produce different shock fronts. 

In fact, the explosion resulting from a charge A can not be compared to the 

burst of charge B. The two bursts can be compared using a conversion factor 

that, depending on some properties, makes the effect of the charge B 

destructive as that of the charge A. For this reason, the idea arises to refer 

only to a curve for the characterization of the parametric of the wave front 

generated by any explosive material. The material has been always plotted 

by condoning a reference explosive: TNT equivalent. 

An equivalent TNT charge is taken, and it represents the charge weight of 

TNT which produces the same effects as the charge under test. 

The first step in quantifying the explosive wave generated by an explosion 

caused by a different explosive of the TNT, is to convert the considered 

charge mass into an equivalent mass of TNT. This type of explosive was 

used as the reference one only because there were many experimental data 

related to the characteristics of the shock waves [UFC 3-340-02,]. 

Figure 12. Example of high explosive C-4 
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The TNT can be measured by different relationships depending on the 

maximum pressure, the impulse, specific energy and many others [Sochet 

I., 2010]. However, the values obtained by the different criteria give distinct 

numerical results. This is due to the fact that the explosion depends on 

several factors and not just one. The value of equivalent TNT depends on 

many factors, for example the range of output and the shape of the material. 

Usually, the criterion used to estimate the equivalent TNT is the one based 

on the specific energy.  
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1.5 – Detonation process 

Most of the structural damage due to an explosion on the surface or at low 

altitude in the air is caused by the shock wave that accompanies the 

phenomenon. In fact, the material damage is produced by overpressure of 

the shock wave, ie generated by a pressure drop of 3-5 bar or more 

compared to atmospheric pressure consisting of a value of 1 bar considering 

the standard conditions at sea level. The distance at which the shock wave 

propagates depends on several factors, mainly the type of explosives and 

the energy it has, subsequently from the medium in which it expands, the 

presence of water and air, and finally from the height where the explosion 

occurs. One aspect to take into account because it has a slight effect on the 

shock wave is afterburning. By using this process in high-energy explosives, 

only a third of the total chemical energy is released, the remainder being 

released into the air more slowly. 

The detonation wave has a very high speed, ranging from 7000 m/s to 9000 

m/s. During detonation, the solid or liquid explosive rapidly transforms 

into very hot, dense and very high pressure gases. Gas expansion occurs 

very rapidly in all directions producing a displacement of the air 

surrounding said shock wave. The shockwave can be associated with a wall 

generated by very compressed air that has a strong overpressure and moves 

at a high speed. The wave front as it moves away from the source point 

undergoes the dissipation of the air producing a lowering of the pressure 

peak as the distance increases, as we can see in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. Decay of the pressure peak as the distance to the explosion point increase 
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The speed of the shock wave is very high and, this subsequently generates 

a depression zone. 

During the explosion three different zones are generated. The gas due to the 

decomposition reaction of the explosive charge generates a thrust on the 

surrounding air, which is obliged to move leaving the volume occupied 

generating a zone of rarefaction where the pressure assumes a value lower 

than the atmospheric pressure. This area of rarefaction, which we can 

clearly see from Figure 15, is also called the negative phase of the shockwave. It 

generates an air suction to fill the voids formed by the initial displacement 

of the air surrounding the explosive. After the gas has finished expanding 

and the pressure has reached atmospheric pressure, the displacement of air 

that followed the wavefront changes direction come back way the point of 

explosion. 

 

The inversion of the flow is caused by a small difference in pressure 

between the atmospheric conditions and the gas pressure (lower than 

atmospheric pressure). When the inversion of the flow occurs, the pressure 

can again overcome the atmospheric pressure and define a secondary peak 

returning to the conditions of expansion of the gas. This phenomenon 

defines a free oscillation and is defined as the pulsation of the explosive gas 

system. 

In Figure 15 itis possible to see the ideal trend of pressure at a point at a 

certain distance from the explosion to a high energy content recorded over 

time. It is possible to notice that there are two phases in the graph: a positive 

and a negative phase. The positive part is the most significant part because 

there are small buildings and framed structures in which the damage 

depends on the drag force associated with the air flow that accompanies the 

shock wave and the pressure is called dynamic pressure.  

Most of the damage directly caused is due to the incident pressure or even 

the peak pressure and the dynamic pressure, which both work in a positive 

phase. The dynamic pressure has a longer life, but the amplitudes during 

this time are very low, in fact the damage generated is negligible compared 

to the incident shock wave, which has a very high altitude. 

Structural damage is also caused by the negative phase, such as windows 

or brick or gypsum walls that are not designed to withstand loads facing 

out. 

The Figure 14 shows the compression and rarefaction phases and the 

behavior of the affected structure. The effects of the phenomenon of the 

backwash are the reason why many times the structures are inclined in the 
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opposite direction to the wavefront propagation direction. Furthermore, it 

is noted that the duration of the negative phase is greater than the positive 

one but with a smaller peak than the positive face. Precisely for this reason 

the analyzes will be made not where the effects are negligible, ie in the 

negative phase, but where the peak is higher and where the highest damage 

values will be obtained, ie in the positive phase. 

 

 

From Figure 15 above it is possible to see the different parameters that 

constitute the pressure wave. Analysing them with greater attention it is 

possible to notice: 

 

- First arrival time (tA) 

Figure 14. Behavior of a structure subjected to a shock wave 
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It is the time that the shock wave takes to go to the considered 

measurement point. It includes both the triggering time of the charge 

and the time it takes the wave to arrive at the point of study. 

 

- Overpressure peak (Pso) 

It is the maximum pressure value obtained at the time of first arrival. 

Duration of the positive phase (t0)  

It is the time that pressure takes to reach atmospheric pressure. 

 

- Pressure peak (Pso-) 

             It is the minimum value reached in the rarefaction zone 

 

- Duration of the negative phase (t0-) 

             Corresponds to the duration of the negative phase (greater than the 

             positive phase) 

 

- Pulse of the positive phase (is) and pulse of the negative phase (is-) 

 

These parameters allow us to define qualitatively the energy transmitted by 

the explosion, represented by the curve shown in the Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Pressure variation with respect to the passage of time 

Then the positive phase impulse is defined by the following relation: 
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𝑖𝑠 = ∫ [𝑃(𝑡) − 𝑝0]
𝑡𝐴+𝑡0

𝑡𝐴
𝑑𝑡                                                                                     (1)      

 

𝑖𝑠
− = ∫ [𝑝0 − 𝑃(𝑡)]

𝑡𝐴+𝑡0+𝑡0
−

𝑡𝐴
𝑑𝑡                                                                              (2) 

 

Where P(t) is the pressure as a function of the pressure with respect to time 

and 𝑝0 represents the atmospheric pressure (value equal to 101325 Pa). 

 

The pressure function during the history was calculated in different ways, 

generally considering only the positive phase [S. Ahmad, 2014]. 

 

For the determination of the pressure as a function of time we proceed with 

the calculation of the decay coefficient, also called the shape coefficient. To 

define this coefficient three different equations are used:  

 

1. The equation extracted from the approximation and interpolation of 

the curve obtained from the Friedlander equation using the pulse of 

the positive phase we obtain the formula of the decay coefficient as 

a function of the scaled distance:   

 

𝑏 = 5.2777 ∙ 𝑧−1.1975                                                                                                   (3)            

 

2. Obtained from the modeling of the previous Friedlander equation; 

the coefficient is obtained as a function of the ratio in absolute value 

between the minimum and the maximum pressure value from which 

the interpolation returns the following formula [Lam Nelson, 2004]: 

 

𝑏 = 𝑧2 − 3.7 ∙ 𝑧 + 4.2                                                                                           (4) 

 

3. Finally, following the modified equation of Friedlander, the formula 

of Wei and Dharani is found in literature [Florek Jason R., 2007]: 

 

𝑏 = −0.0697 ∙ 𝑧 −
9.63

𝑧
+

15.9

𝑧2
−

5.65

𝑧3
+ 2.735                                                   (5) 
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Through these equations of the decay coefficient we could calculate the 

pressure as a function of time, going to see the behavior that it assumes 

depending on the coefficient considered [Karlos Vasilis, 2016]. 

 

𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑠 ∙ (1 −
𝑡

𝑡0
) ∙ 𝑒

−(𝑏∙
𝑡

𝑡0
)
                                                                                           (6) 

 

1.6 – Blast-loading categories 

The wave loads on the walls of the structures are divided into two large 

families [UFC 3-340-02], based on the confinament of the explosive charge. 

The confined explosions and the unbounded explosions are distinguished, 

each of which is divided into three types of load as we can see in Table 1. 

In this document we will analyze the case of the explosion not confined in 

free air and from a height above the ground: these two characteristics that 

are of interest in the PICAEX project. 

Table 1. Blast loading categories 

Categories of explosive loads 

Confinement Categories 

Unconfined explosion 

Free air burst explosion 

Air burst explosion 

Surface burst explosion 

Confined explosion 

Fully vented explosion 

Partially confined explosion 

Fully confined explosion 

1.6.1 – Unconfined explosion 

Free air burst explosion 

The explosion in free air is a type of explosion in which the shock wave 

spreads from the center of the detonation, striking the protective structure 

or the structure without there being any kind of amplification (therefore the 

loads on the structure are in the open air). In this case the incident wave 

front moves radially from the center of the explosive, as can clearly be seen 

from Figure 16, and at the moment of impact with the hypothesized rigid 

structure, it will be reflected and reinforced.  
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Figure 16. Free-Air burst blast enviroment 

The parameters characterizing the positive phase (peak pressure, impulse, 

duration and time of first arrive, detected on the target before the reflection 

occurs) are determined by Figure 18 that depends on the distance scaled, ie 

the real distance between the bursting point and the structure under 

examination and the weight under the cubic root of the equivalent explosive 

charge that will be treated later. 

The curves that are represented in Figure 18 have been developed through 

polynomial interpolation [Michael M. & Swisdak Jr., of data 1984] of 

experimental data, obtained by defining real conditions and therefore 

influenced by meterological effects, from Kingery and Bulmash [Kingery 

C.N. & Bulmash G., 1984]. 

In the Engineering field these curves are widely used for the prediction of 

pressures in free field and to define the loads acting on the structure 

considering the actual conditions present. It is emphasized that for the use 

of this graph all units of measurement must be reported to conventional US 

units. Furthermore, it can be noted that in this figure there are parameters 

that are scaled with respect to others, this allows to give conservative limits 

for the project. 

To define blast loads at different times and on different structural surfaces, 

the parameters of the negative phase can be defined by the following figure 

(Figure 17). 
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In general, the parameters of the negatic phase, as mentioned above, can be 

ignored because of the greater interest in the analysis of the positive phase 

(in rigid structures such as in reinforced concrete), but in the flexible 

structures it may be useful to analyze the negative phase and define the 

parameters that characterize it through this graph shown above. 

These curves contain an important limit within them. They can be 

represented up to a scaled distance (z) equal to 100 ft/lb1/3, because once 

this value has been exceeded, the properties of the shock wave start to suffer 

the effect of environmental conditions. 

 

Figure 17. Free air burst explosion. Negative phase shock parameters for a spherical TNT 
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Figure 18. Free air burst explosion. Positive phase shock parameters for a spherical TNT 

Air burst explosion 

The Air burst explosion is characterized by the charge that is raised from 

the ground to a certain height and a distinct distance from the protective 

structure. The shock wave at the burst moment radially propagates from 

the center of the explosive and affects the surface of the ground before 

reaching the structure. The shock wave continues to propagate, but wave 

interaction with the ground generates a front face called front of the Mach, 

which increases the destructive effects of the explosion itself. This type of 

front is generated by the interaction of the incident wave and the reflected 

wave of the earth's surface (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Air burst blast enviroment 

 

Figure 20. Scaled height of triple point 
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Pressure variations occur above the height of the front of the Mach, so we 

look for a charge and a distance that is scaled in such a way that the triple 

point (point where the incident wave, the reflected wave and the Mach wave 

meet) is greater than the height of the structure under examination. By 

defining this initial hypothesis, the phenomenon is perceived as a plane 

wave over the entire height of the front. Mach's front increases in height as 

the distance from the burst point increases, and the union of the triple points 

in the different moments of time and in the different distances allows to 

define the trajectory of the triple point. Structures with a lower height than the 

triple point are subject to a flat wave, ie a uniform pressure. The height of 

the triple point is defined by Figure 20, which is obtained from [UFC 3-340-

02], where, as a function of the horizontal distance scaled by the charge and 

the height of the charge from the ground, we obtain the height of the triple 

point. 

If the triple point does not extend above the structure, then the loads 

applied to the structure will vary according to the point considered on the 

wall, ie the structure is no longer subjected to uniform pressure. Above the 

triple point the pressure amplitudes are smaller than those found on the 

Mach’s front. 

 

Figure 21. Variation of reflected pressure as a function of angle of incidence 
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To define the amplitude of the explosive loads acting on the considered 

structure, considering a charge placed at a certain height of the ground, one 

considers the incident pressure peak Prα determined by the Figure 21 [UFC 

3-340-02] below. This diagram can be used knowing the height of the charge 

from the ground and the angle of incide Moreover, with the same procedure 

used for the determination of incident pressure, the value of the irα pulse 

can be obtained, as shown in Figure 22. 

 

 
Figure 22. Variation of scaled reflected impulse as a function of angle of incidence 

1.7 – Explosion of a spherical charge in the air 

When the ignition and bursting of a uniform explosive material occurs, due 

to the abrupt variation in pressure and temperature, the shock wave 

expands into the surrounding air, without encountering obstacles, such as 

a spherical surface. The explosive forms can generate a direction of 

propagation of the preferential shock wave, but the spherical explosives 
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generate an equal propagation in all directions and allow the verification of 

asymmetric shocks. Precisely for this reason, the spherical explosive 

charges are usually the forms chosen in the experimental tests and the 

numerical analyzes to predict the explosive loads at a point at a certain 

distance from the source of the explosion. 

The parameters that characterize an explosion are determined on the basis 

of the energy deriving from the explosion and the distance between the 

charge and the structural element that we consider. One of the simplest 

approaches to the scaled waveform calculation is Hopkinson [Swisdak Jr & 

Michael M, 1994] and Cranz [Hopkinson B, 1915]. The scaled law is 

commonly described as cube rute scaling [López L M, 2015] in which it is 

used in many design experiments. It is stated that similar shockwaves are 

produced by charges with the same geometry, consisting of the same 

explosive material, distance scaled, but of different diameters, and 

detonated at the same environmental conditions. 

Precisely for this reason if two charges of the same explosive material have 

a mass equal to W1 and W2 and a diameter equal to d1 and d2 it can be said 

that the charge mass is proportional to the diameter elevated to the third of 

each respective explosive. So we can write: 

 

𝑑1

𝑑2
= (

𝑊1

𝑊2
)

1/3
                                                                                                     (7) 

 

If we want to have the same overpressure in the burst of the two charges 

we can rewrite the equation as: 

 

𝑅1

𝑅2
= (

𝑊1

𝑊2
)

1/3

                                                                                                       (8) 

 

Where R1 and R2 are two distances in which the overpressure produced by 

the respective charge takes place. 

From here comes the definition of the scaled distance introduced in the 

previous chapter defined by the equation: 

 

𝑧 =
𝑅

𝑊1/3                                                                                                                (9) 

 

The use of this variable allowed, by means of combinations of different 

quantities of explosives and different distances, to refer to a wide range of 
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situations to the experimental data on shock waves in a compact and 

efficient way. 

1.8 – Fragmentation 

The explosion can cause serious damage due to the impact of fragments. 

The objects generated by the explosion will have an impact on civil 

structures and can generate human victims. The fragmentations are divided 

into two large families: 

a) Primary fragmentation 

b) Secondary fragmentation 

The primary fragmentation identifies the fragments generated by the device 

itself, ie the fragments generated by the explosive cover and by the objects 

placed near it. From the explosion a large number of the small fragments 

are generated, these fragments are characterized by a very high initial speed 

that will be analyzed taking into account the secondary fragments. 

The secondary fragmentation is generated by the intersection of the shock 

wave with objects or structures placed near at the explosive device. Objects 

near the shock wave with a certain pressure will be damaged, generating 

fragments or even explosion debris that, at great speed and small size, can 

be compared to bullets that travel a determinate trajectory threatening 

human lives and structures, and in the most extreme cases can be achieved 

the collapse. 

In this analysis only secondary fragmentations will be examined, since these 

are the most important and useful debris in this project. It is very interesting 

to define how the fragments of the wall under test are propagated and to 

examine the maximum distance of the fragment for the design of the tests. 

Secondary fragmentation 

To define the secondary fragmentation, which interests us, we first have to 

define the type of High explosive and the detonation that will be used in 

the test, then its configuration, for example if the charge is spherical or 

cylindrical. Furthermore, it is necessary to define the position of the charge 

with respect to the test wall and the type of propagation after switching on. 
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In order to define the fragments generated by the explosive HE, it will be 

necessary to define in detail: shape, weight and speed. To do this you will 

have to follow the following steps: 

 

1. Define the distance R from the center of the explosive to the point of 

interest ie the test wall; 

2. Determine the shape and size of the fragments according to the 

structure being considered; 

3. Calculation of the speed of the fragments. 

Per lo svolgimento del punto tre, per prima cosa si deve andare a 

distinguere di quale famiglia fa parte la velocità che vogliamo calcolare: 

- Velocity of Unconstrained Secondary Fragments; 

- Velocity of Constrained Secondary Fragments. 

In our case study we will define the Velocity of Unconstrained that reflects 

our design choices 

To determine the Velocity of Unconstrained Secondary Fragments [UFC 3-

340-02] we must take into account the interaction between the shock wave 

and the affected object as we can see in Figure 23. We can observe the three 

phases that stand out as the wave passes over the object. When the wave 

hits the wall in the first interaction phase, one part is reflected from the front 

and the other is developed around the object. In the second phase 

diffraction it generates a local weakening of the wall and are formed of the 

vortices behind the object. Finally, there is the phase of the rarefaction wave 

in which it passes through the object, attenuating the reflected pressure. The 

pressure varies over time and the maximum that can be found on the front 

face during this "dragging" phase of the load is the stagnation pressure. As 

we said in the previous section, the pressure varies over time and at the 

instant ta the net transverse pressure rises suddenly up to a maximum peak 

of reflected pressure Pr. For a flat surface this jump instantly takes place as 

shown in Figure 15 but, generally for an irregular surface there is a time 

equal to (T1-ta) to reach the peak of pressure as we can see better in Figure 

24. Then as we can observe the pressure decays linearly. 
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Figure 23. The interaction of a blast wave with an irregular object 

 

Figure 24. Idealized Pressure-Time Loading on an irregular Fragmentation 

The initial hypotheses must be made for the non-constrained secondary 

fragments: 

a) The object of the examination behaves like a rigid body; 
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b) No type of energy is absorbed to break the object and deform it 

elastically and plastically; 

c) Gravity effects are neglected during the acceleration phase of the 

movement. 

The equation of motion for the object is: 

 

𝐴 ∙ 𝑝(𝑡) = 𝑀 ∙ 𝑎                                                                                                                  (10) 

 

Where A represents the area exposed to the explosion front, p(t) is the 

pressure as a function of the time, M is the mass of the object and a is its 

acceleration. 

The initial velocity of the fragments can be obtained by means of 

mathematical functions or in the case in which it can not be described in the 

form of a function, it can be defined by an integration: 

 

𝑣(𝑇3) = ∫ (
𝑇3

𝑡𝑎
⁄ ) ∙ 𝑎 ∙ 𝑑𝑡 =

𝐴

𝑀
∙ ∫ (

𝑇3
𝑡𝑎

⁄ ) ∙ 𝑝(𝑡) ∙ 𝑑𝑡 =
𝐴

𝑀
∙ 𝑖𝑑                                (11) 

 

Where 𝑣(𝑇3) is the initial velocity of the object and 𝑖𝑑 represents the 

diffraction impulse. 

In the case of intermediate force shocks, the solution of the previous 

equation can be represented by Figure 25 where there are: 

- Pso, is the peak of incident overpressure that can be defined through 

Figure 17 by knowing the value of the scaled distance; 

- p0, is the atmospheric pressure; 

- CD, is the drag coefficient, a value known for the most common forms 

of the charge obtained from Figure 26; 

- is, is the incident specific impulse that can be defined by Figure 17, 

knowing the value of the distance scaled; 

- a0, is the velocity of sound in the air; 

- K, is the constant with a value of 2 in the case of charge in air; 

- H, is the minimum transverse dimension of the mean presented area 

of object; 

- X, is the distance from the front of the object to the largest cross-

section; 

- M, is the mass of object; 

- A, is the mean presented area of object; 

- v0, is the initial velocity of object. 
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This analysis, however, is suitable for the case of objects placed far away 

from the explosive charge, where the object is not subjected to a high-speed 

flow and the CD is a constant. Figure 25 can be used in the majority of cases, 

when the distance between the center of explosion and affected object is 

greater than 20 rays of the charge.  

Instead, in the case where the explosive charge is positioned near the object 

under examination, the initial speed is a function of the impulse and the 

variation of pressure is not important. In this last case, the impulse (i) acting 

on the wall in question is equal to the applied momentum: 

 

𝑖 =
𝑀∙𝑉

𝐴
                                                                                                                               (12) 

 

In this case the initial velocity of the secondary fragments is calculated using 

the formula:  

 

𝑣0 =
1000∙𝑖∙𝛽∙𝐴

12∙𝑀
                                                                                                                   (13) 

 

Where 𝑣0 the initial velocity of the secondary fragment, A represents the 

area and M the mass of the object hit by the wave, 𝛽 is the form factor of the 

fragment that is obtained from Figure 27 and i is the specific impulse 

acquired. 
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Figure 25. Definition of object velocity as a function of pressure and impulse for charges placed away from the 

object under examination 
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Figure 26. Definition of the drag coefficient 

 

Figure 27. Determination of the fragment shape factor 
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1.9 – Trajectory of the fragments 

After the formation of the primary and secondary fragments that can be 

considered as small projectiles moving on a specific trajectory up to the 

interaction with a target or the ground. For the determination of the 

trajectory of the fragments we will have to consider the inertia, the gravity 

and the fluid dynamic forces, definable by the velocity at each instant of the 

fragments [UFC 3-340-02]. 

The analysis of the trajectory of the fragments is performed by simplifying 

the fluid-dynamic forces using the concepts of aerodynamics. The force is 

defeated in two forces called resistance, ie the long component to the 

trajectory or normal to the force of gravity, and the lifting, that is the normal 

component to the trajectory: 

 

𝐹𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿 ∙ 𝐴𝐿 ∙
1

2
∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉2                                                                                                    (14) 

 

𝐹𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷 ∙ 𝐴𝐷 ∙
1

2
∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑉2                                                                                                      (15) 

 

Where 

- 𝐹𝐿, is the lift force; 

-  𝐹𝐷, is the drag force; 

- CL, is the lift coefficient that it is defined empirically; 

- CD, is the drag coefficient that it is defined empirically; 

- AL, is the lift area; 

- AD, is the drag area; 

- ρ, is the density of the medium through which the fragment is 

traveling; 

- v, is the velocity of the fragment.   

In general the fragments are heavy, so CD >> CL for any orientation of flight 

and for this reason, in this case, the lift force can be neglected because much 

less than the drag force. 

Considering a simplified hypothesis in which it is considered that the 

fragment moves on a plane, the equation of acceleration can be written in 

the X and Y direction in the case of dragging only: 

 

𝑎𝑥 = 𝐴𝐷 ∙ 𝐶𝐷 ∙ �̈�0 ∙ [𝑉𝑥
2 + 𝑉𝑦

2] ∙
cos 𝛼

2𝑀
                                                                                       (16) 
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𝑎𝑌 = −1.2 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑔 − 𝐴𝐷 ∙ 𝐶𝐷 ∙ 𝜌0 ∙ [𝑉𝑥
2 + 𝑉𝑦

2] ∙
sin 𝛼

2𝑀
                                                  (17) 

 

Where: 

- ax, ay are the acceleration in the X and Y directions, respectively; 

- ρ0, the mass density of the medium through which the fragment 

travels; 

- Vx, Vy are velocity in the X and Y directions, respectively; 

- g, the  gravity force (32.2 ft/sec2); 

- M, the mass of the fragment; 

- α, the trajectory angle. 

At the initial time (t = 0) we will have that: 

 

𝑉𝑥 = 𝑣0 ∙ cos 𝛼0                                                                                                               (18)  

 

𝑉𝑦 = 𝑣0 ∙ sin 𝛼0                                                                                                                     (19) 

 

Where 𝑣0 is the initial velocity and 𝛼0 is the starting angle of the trajectory. 

These equations can be solved simultaneously to determine the distance 

traveled by the fragment. In the Figure 28 are shown a summary of the 

different results of R interval for the respective fragments. In addition it 

should be noted that for the use of Figure 28 is not required the initial value 

of the angle of the trajectory. 

 

Figure 28. Fragment range prediction 
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2- Project PICAEX 

In recent years, the terrorist attacks have increasingly increased, affecting 

above all the Europe. We can remember some episodes of recent years, for 

example in 2006 in the covered parking lot of the Terminal 4 of the Madrid 

airport of Barajas, where a car bomb destroys four floors of the airport 

parking structure, killing 2 people and injuring many. Or we can remember 

the attack on the May 22, 2017 in Manchester (Great Britain) where a bomb 

explodes at the end of the concert of the pop star beloved by teen Ariana 

Grande inside the Manchester Arena concert hall. The Isis claims the attack, 

causing the death of at least 22 people and injuring about 120. We can see 

in Figure 29 the structural effects and the discomfort and fear of the people 

present at the time of the attack. 

   

Figure 29. Effects of the terrorist attacks mentioned. On the left, the 2006 attack in Madrid and on the right in 

2017 in Manchester 

Because of these numerous attacks, the number of security checks in 

airports, stations, places of major events and public places increased, trying 

to limit unpleasant events. Even with security checks, terrorists are 

increasingly looking for ways to overcome these controls by hiding 

explosive materials in objects or substances that can overcome vigilance 

without problems. 

We want to underline that the explosion of a bomb can cause damage to the 

structures and in worse conditions the collapse. These damages can cause 

injuries and deaths due to the fall of foundation, pillars and walls but also 
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by the fragmentation of the walls which, due to the effect of the shock wave, 

are transformed into small projectiles that threaten human life. 

Just as mentioned in the introduction, the protection of the critical 

infrastructures must be one of the priority actions in a security manner and 

a product is sought to reduce the vulnerability of the structures as it is 

carried out in the PICAEX project, acronym of Protección de Infraestructuras 

Críticas frente a Explosiones. For the realization of the project was generated 

by the consortium of three companies: Tapusa, Fechor and Mapei, each of 

which has a specific role within the project. The addition to the project of 

the Explosive Group of Departamento de Ingeniería Geológica and Minera de la 

Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros de Minas y Energía, of the UPM allowed 

the characterization of the explosive charge that represented the IED really 

used in the terrorist attacks and the analysis and management of the field 

test. 

This project is a work plan lasting about a year. Precisely for this reason it 

is divided into two phases. The first phase is based on the analysis of the 

available data, the search for similar experiences and the design of the data 

obtained from the elements that will constitute the test, and the second 

phase which mainly focuses on the field tests and the analysis of the results 

of the tests. 

2.1 – Geographical framework 

The construction of the samples, ie the walls being studied, and the tests 

that make up the project take place within the La Marañosa Technical 

Institute, a body of investigation, technological development and 

innovation (I+D+i), in the field of Defense and Security in the military and 

civil sectors. This technical plant is located in the community of Madrid in 

San Martín de la Vega, 14 km from the center of the capital. The institute 

consists of eleven buildings spread over 44,000 square meters of land. There 

are seven specialized areas with a total of 138 laboratories and a staff of 800 

civilian and military workers and investigators. Here in the previous image, 

taken from Google maps (Figure 30) we can observe the technical institute 

La Marañosa through a top view. 

The objective of the La Marañosa technical institute is to promote the 

technological capabilities of interest for the defense of dual use (civil and 

military) also by working closely with other national centers and companies 
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on research and development projects that strengthen the capacity of 

innovation. 

 

Figure 30. Top view of the La Marañosa Technological Institute, located south-west of Madrid 

The test takes place in an area of the Marañosa called barranco del toro 

[Figure 31] where there is a concrete slab on the ground (5m X 5m in size) 

in which it performs the basic task of the test. 

Before the tests, the area will be cleaned from each material obtaining the 

base plate without any obstacle material so as to allow the assembly of the 

auxiliary walls and load support structures and an analysis of the fragments 

accurate and easy to carry out. 
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Figure 31. Service area for tests, barranco del toro 

Instead, for the manufacture of the walls, ie the constituent specimens tests, 

we have chosen an establishment, always inside the field La Marañosa. This 

structure is a prefabricated disused, only 200 m from the barranco de toro 

(place where the test will take place) and is constituted by access roads not 

too steep, easily passable by heavy means of transport. As can be seen from 

Figure 32, the plant is characterized by a large internal space, sufficient for 

the construction of the 16 walls, and by numerous access doors along one 

side of the building (Figure 33).  

 

Figure 32. Internal view of the prefabricated building 
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Figure 33. External view of the prefabricated building on the side of the entry ways 

These access routes consist of a height of 2.75 m, but there are two different 

widths, some doors are about 4m others of about 3 m. This structure is not 

supplied by the current and the running water, for this reason the supply 

must be through a current generator and a water storage tank. 

The use of this structure for the prefabrication of the test walls is an excellent 

solution because in this way it avoids the problem of unfavorable weather 

conditions that can negatively affect the execution of the test. Furthermore, 

by adopting this solution, it is possible to lengthen the curing times of the 

products supplied by Mapei. 

2.2 – Test procedures 

The tests characterizing the PICAEX project are carried outin the area of the 

La Marañosa away from downtown Madrid about 14 km as explicated in 

the previous section. 

For the realization of the work plan it is proposed the realization of four 

tests which is characterized by four walls and an explosive. 

In the different tests the same charge is always used [as for example in the 

López L.M., 2015] and it is positioned at a distance of 5 m and at a height of 

1m from the ground. 

In the test field the walls will be anchored to fixed metal auxiliary structures 

in the place. Once the test and the analyzes have been completed, the wall 
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will be demolished and removed leaving the metal structures in place 

which will be reused as supports for the walls of the subsequent tests. 

The test walls are made inside a prefabricated building located in La 

Marañosa. Each single test is characterized by four walls which three of 

them are reinforced by products supplied by Mapei with the purpose of 

evaluating also the best type of additives that can be placed for the 

protection of the critical structures. The fourth wall without reinforcement 

plays a very important role, they are considered as the control wall, that is 

the wall which reference is made for the comparison of the four distinct tests 

 

First, we hypothesized six different reinforcement options, provided by the 

Mapei which differ from each other from the product used, from the 

location of the aforesaid reinforcement and from the type of material of 

which the wall in question is constituted. Later we can see (in Table 2) the 

nomenclature of the different elements that will constitute the wall and (in 

Table 3) the different combinations and options that are evaluated for the 

project. In addition to the reinforcements applied to the walls under 

examination, for each option an interior wall plaster coating is applied in 

order to analyze the fragmentation caused by the explosion, which we will 

deal with more accurately in the following sections. 

After the initial analyzes carried out by the concurrent companies, option 

five was chosen as the best combination of materials (as seen in red in the 

Table 3) to be used in the four tests. 

The Figure 34 shows a technical diagram of how the elements constituting 

the test are arranged. For each test the four walls are organized at a distance 

of 5 m from the charge which is raised from the ground, so as to consider 

that the wall is subjected to a uniform pressure. 

Table 2. The nomenclature of the products that will constitute the test wall 

Wall 

nomenclature 

MAPEI 

product 

Location 

reinforcement 
Type of material 

Control wall 
C

O 
Product A A Exteriore E Brick L 

Solution 1 S1 Product B B Inside I 
Concrete 

block 
H 

Solution 2 S2 Product C C Both faces T     

Solution 3 S3             
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Table 3. The different combinations that are considered as possible choices 

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6 

T

1 
CO - L 

T

1 
CO-H 

T

1 
CO-L 

T

1 
CO-L 

T

1 
CO-L 

T

1 
CO-H 

T

1 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

1 

S1-A-E-

H 

T

1 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

1 

S1-A-I-

L 

T

1 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

1 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

1 

S2-A-I-

L 

T

1 
S2-A-I-H 

T

1 

S2-B-E-

L 

T

1 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

1 

S2-B-E-

L 

T

1 

S2-B-E-

L 

T

1 

S3-A-T-

L 

T

1 

S3-A-T-

H- 

T

1 

S3-C-E-

L 

T

1 

S3-C-I-

L 

T

1 

S3-C-E-

L 

T

1 

S3-C-E-

H 

T

2 
CO - L 

T

2 
CO-H 

T

2 
CO-H 

T

2 
CO-H 

T

2 
CO - L 

T

2 
CO-H 

T

2 

S1-B-E-

L 

T

2 

S1-B-E-

H 

T

2 

S1-A-E-

H 

T

2 

S1-A-I-

H 

T

2 

S1-A-I-

L 

T

2 

S1-A-I-

H 

T

2 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

2 
S2-B-I-H 

T

2 

S2-B-E-

H 

T

2 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

2 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

2 

S2-B-I-

H 

T

2 
S3-BT-L 

T

2 

S3-B-T-

H 

T

2 

S3-C-E-

H 

T

2 

S3-C-I-

L 

T

2 

S3-C-E-

L 

T

2 

S3-C-I-

H 

T

3 
CO - L 

T

3 
CO-H 

T

3 
CO - L 

T

3 
CO - L 

T

3 
CO - L 

T

3 
CO-H 

T

3 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

3 

S1-A-E-

H 

T

3 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

3 

S1-A-I-

L 

T

3 

S1-A-E-

L 

T

3 

S1-A-E-

H 

T

3 

S2-A-I-

L 

T

3 
S2-A-I-H 

T

3 

S2-B-E-

L 

T

3 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

3 

S2-B-E-

L 

T

3 

S2-B-E-

H 

T

3 

S3-A-T-

L 

T

3 

S3-A-T-

H 

T

3 

S3-C-E-

L 

T

3 

S3-C-I-

L 

T

3 

S3-C-E-

L 

T

3 

S3-C-E-

H 

T

4 
CO-L 

T

4 
CO-H 

T

4 
CO-H 

T

4 
CO-H 

T

4 
CO-L 

T

4 
CO-H 

T

4 

S1-B-E-

L 

T

4 

S1-B-E-

H 

T

4 

S1-A-E-

H 

T

4 

S1-A-I-

H 

T

4 

S1-A-I-

L 

T

4 

S1-A-I-

H 

T

4 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

4 
S2-B-I-H 

T

4 

S2-B-E-

H 

T

4 

S2-B-I-

H 

T

4 

S2-B-I-

L 

T

4 

S2-B-I-

H 

T

4 

S3-B-T-

L 

T

4 

S3-B-T-

H 

T

4 

S3-C-E-

H 

T

4 

S3-C-I-

H 

T

4 

S3-C-I-

L 

T

4 

S3-C-I-

H 
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Figure 34. The technical diagram of the test's realization 

At the end of each single test, the analysis will be made of how the wave 

invests the specimens and how the walls react to the stress induced by the 

bursting of the charge. The analyzes that will be carried out will be 

implemented through an advanced finite element calculation code of 

general application specifically developed for the resolution of complex 

nonlinear dynamic problems typical of real phenomena called LS-DYNA. 

This software is characterized by a wide range of possibilities of use, 

allowing the simulation of complex problems, characterized by large 

deformations and is widely accepted as the main analysis software for the 

most advanced engineering applications. 

2.3 – Masonry test wall 

As previously mentioned, the walls that are needed for the project are 

sixteen (four for each test). Each wall is maded in the same way and in the 

same week in a prefabricated area inside the La Marañosa field. 

All the walls that characterize the project tests are made of masonry (an 

example of a test wall is shown in Figure 35). The bricks constituting the 

walls are brick elements for masonry that are laid on a layer of mortar with 

vertical holes. Each brick used in the project is characterized by dimensions 
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equal to 237x107x68 mm and requirements comply with the European 

Standard UNE-EN 771-1: 2011. The specific properties that distinguish 

these elements for buildings are shown in Attachment A which is present 

at the end of the discussion. 

The bricks are held together by a Portland Composite Cement (EN 197-

1CEM II/B-M (V-L) 32.5 N) which shows the most important features in 

Table 4. 

Table 4. Table 4. General characteristics of the Portland Cement 

Essential 

characteristics 

Compliance with the 

provision 

Technical 

specifications 

Common cements: 

components and 

composition 

CEM II/B-M (V-L) 

EN 197-1:2011 

Compression 

resistance (initial and 

nominal) 

32,5 N 

Setting time Complies 

Volume stability: 

Expansion 
Complies 

Content of SO3 
Complies 

 

Content of Cl- 
Complies 

 

The walls of the project are characterized by 2.5 m in height and width and 

0.24 m in thickness. Each wall reaches a weight of about 27 KN which 

equates to 2.7 tons assuming a specific weight of the mortar of about 18 

KN/m3. 
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At the lower and upper ends of the masonry wall are positioned U-shaped 

steel profiles called UPE. The UPE 300 have been chosen as profiles to be 

used in the project in which the dimension values are shown in Table 5. In 

general, these steel sections are used in constructions but in this case they 

act as protective elements of the masonry when installing the wall in the 

auxiliary structures that allow the wall to be held steady for the duration of 

the test and during transport. To facilitate the transfer of the walls from the 

building to the site where the test will take place, steel plate are welded to 

the UPE profiles present in the ends of the walls. For each wall there are 

four steel plates each of which is characterized by the dimensions of 

2500X200X15 mm. In each slab there is a hook that allows you to attach to 

the ropes of the crane.  

Table 5. Characteristics of the UPE 300 

 

 

UPE  

300 

Normal dimension 
Cross 

section 

(A) 

1m 

Nominal 

weight 

(G) 

h b s t R 

mm mm mm mm mm cm2 kg/m 

300 100 9.5 15.0 15 56.6 44.4 

Size of details Surface 

h1 d φ emin emax AL AG 

mm mm - mm mm m2/m m2/m 

270 240 M27 50 55 0.968 21.78 

Figure 35. On the left one of the walls used in the project and on the right a brick brickwork for masonry 
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This system allows the wall to be moved from the seat where it was 

manufactured to the truck that will transport it to the test site and 

subsequently be mounted on the auxiliary structure without much 

difficulty. Next (in Figure 36) shows a diagram created using AutoCad 

software that explains the dimensions of the wall, of its components and of 

the steel plates welded to the UPM. 

 

Figure 36. Metal elements and dimensions characterizing the wall 

2.3.1 – Support structure 

As previously described, each test is characterized by four masonry walls 

and each of them will be mounted on a support structure before the test 

takes place. The supporting structures are steel elements that are attached 

to the concrete slab, which forms the basis of the field in which the test will 

take place. These steel elements are joined to the walls when they are 

already fixed to the ground. When the walls are mounted in the supporting 

metal structures, the four plates welded to the UPE profiles, used to 

facilitate movement, are removed leaving the face of the wall free from any 

constraint. Once the test and the analyzes have been completed, the wall 

which is integral with the auxiliary structure will be demolished without 

replacing the steel structure which will then be used throughout the project. 
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Following are reported in the Table 6 the dimensions and the number of all 

the elements constituting the support structure, with the respective weight 

and type of material and the number of the different components. 

Table 6. Characteristics of the element that constitutes the support structure of the wall 

Element Number Weight Materials 

Metal-Steel-275 Mpa 

Stiffener 10mm 96 21.79 kg Metal - Steel- 275 Mpa 

Stiffener 15mm 144 538.70 KG Metal - Steel- 275 Mpa 

Plate 25mm 32 94.20 KG Metal - Steel- 275 Mpa 

HEB200 16 2290.08 kg Metal - Steel- 275 Mpa 

HEB300 12 3301.89 kg Metal - Steel- 275 Mpa 

UPE80 32 127.60 kg Metal - Steel- 275 Mpa 

Steel Rebar - B500C 

Anchorage fi 25mm 32 108.74 kg Steel Rebar - B500C 

Anchorage fi 32mm 16 50.66 kg Steel Rebar - B500C 

In the Figure 37 you can see how the test wall is assembled with the steel 

auxiliary structure [Wang Junguo, 2016]. 

 

Figure 37. Mounting the wall on the support structure 

2.3.2 – Method of transport 

As explained previously, the place of manufacture and the test field are both 

located within the field of research and development The Marañosa at a 

distance of approximately 200 m from each other. 

The choice of the appropriate transport methodology for the test walls is 

very difficult. Consider that the test walls were built inside a building 
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(Figure 33) to avoid that the samples are subject to climatic events which 

alter the characteristics of the material. The manufacturing building is 

characterized by wide access routes only on one side of the building. These 

access routes consist of doors with a width of about 3 m and some of about 

4m but all with a height of about 2.8 m. This is a first problem encountered 

for the transport of walls because the masonry elements are characterized 

by a height of 2.5 m so there is only 0.30 m of difference between the two 

heights. Furthermore, the wall can not be transported by rotating it 90 

degrees in that this element is a masonry wall and there is no need to 

generate torsional stresses on it and damage the construction before the test. 

To cope with problems of volume and fragility of the wall, it was decided 

to move the wall vertically above a forklift that allows it to be lifted. The 

forklift is a vehicle equipped with wheels driven by electric motors, disel 

and gas, which is used for lifting and moving goods from logistics depots 

or for loading and unloading goods from transport means as in our case. 

In order not to drop the structure and at the same time transport it 

vertically, it was decided to insert a polyester plate over the forklift at the 

point of contact of the wall and of the metal structure of the vehicle. The 

polyester is an aromatic thermoplastic polymer with a linear structure that 

at room temperature is a glassy solid but, above the glass transition 

temperature (about 100°C), acquires plasticity and is able to flow, it starts 

to decompose up to a temperature of 270°C. The expanded polystyrene 

comes in the form of light white foam thickened in the form of heel and 

used as packaging and as an insulator. In our case, the layer of polystyrene 

allows the wall not to be damaged in transport in contact with the metal 

structure of the forklift. 
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Figure 38. Transportation of the wall from the building to the truck 

Moreover, to ensure that the wall in the transport does not fall backwards, 

it has been thought to hook the rope to the hooks welded to the steel plates 

of the wall and during the entire maneuvers two operators will have the 

task of keeping the ropes taut to keep the wall supported to the polystyrene 

layer. In Figure 38 it is possible to understand more clearly the transport 

phase by means of a forklift truck. 

Once the first obstacle has been overcome, the wall outside the building 

must be transported to the test site by a truck. The path to be covered by the 

truck is about 200 m and is a very winding dirt road with steep slopes. 

Precisely for this reason, the walls will be loaded on the crane truck using 

the forklift and will be surrounded by sandbags to eliminate the probability 

of damage during transport. At the extreme ends of the wall there will be 

two larger sacks of about 1 m2 and along the long sides of sandbags smaller 

than 20-25 kg tall up to 1 meter in height, as can be seen in Figure 39. 

Subsequently through this crane truck the wall is lifted by means of the ends 

attached and mounted in the fixed auxiliary structure to the concrete 

pavement which plays the basic role of the test field. 
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Figure 39. Arrangement of the wall inside the transport truck 

2.3.3 – Reinforcement additives 

 As mentioned earlier in every single test there is a control wall, without 

reinforcement that serves for the comparison between a test and the other, 

and the three remaining walls are characterized by a reinforcing layer 

consisting of the combination of three products supplied by the company 

MAPEI (Table 3). Reinforcement is a substance that is placed on a façade or 

Figure 40. Reinforcement applied to the masonry wall 
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both, depending on the combination chosen, with a thickness of 15 mm 

(Figure 40). 

The following compounds were selected as reinforcing products: 

 

1. PLANITOP INTONACO ARMATO 

 The Planitop Intonaco Armato [Mapei, web] is a two-component, premixed 

fiber-reinforced mortar with high ductility based on natural hydraulic lime 

(NHL) and Eco-Pozzolana, natural sands, special additives and synthetic 

polymers in water dispersion according to a formula developed in the 

MAPEI research. This product is an applicator in different fields, it is 

particularly suitable for the repopulation of irregularity of stone, brick and 

tuff surfaces and reinforcements of elements, vaults and masonry. It has a 

high adhesion value thanks to the presence of synthetic resins in water 

dispersion and subsequently hardening results in a compact layer, tough 

and impermeable to water and aggressive gases present in the atmosphere. 

The product has been classified by the European technical standards EN 

998-2 as mortar type M15 and according to the EN 998-1 standard as plaster 

of type GP category CS IV because it is characterized by a mechanical 

resistance to compression greater than 15 N/mm² (in Table 7).  

Table 7. Characteristics of the Planitop Intonaco Armato 

Material characteristics 

Density of the mixture (UNI EN 1015-6) (kg/m³) 1.900 

Application thickness (mm) 3-10mm 

Application temperature allowed 

from + 

5°C to + 

35°C 

Duration of the mixture 1h 

Compressive strength 28 days (UNI EN 1015-11) (N/mm²) >15 

Initial shear strength (N/mm²) 0,15 

Elastic compression module (UNI EN 13412) (GPa) 8 

Adhesion to the masonry support 28 days (UNI EN 1015-12) (N/mm²) ≥0,8 

The preparation of the product depends on the type of application chosen. 

In our case where the surface and application is small, a manual application 

will be used, whereby the preparation of the material will take place by 

means of an agitator or a glass mixer. The application of Planitop Intonaco 

Armato takes place using a flat metal spatula with a uniform layer of 7-8 

mm per coat. There are some limitations on the use of the product. In fact it 
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can not be applied with temperatures below + 5°C and does not maintain 

the same characteristics if additives or aggregates are added. The Figure 41 

shows one of the walls covered with Planitop Intonaco Armato. 

 

Figure 41. Example of the Planitop Intonaco Armato of the Mapei in the test walls 

 

2. MAPEGRID C170 with MAPEWRAP 31T 

The second product supplied is a combination of a Mapegrid C170 recycled 

grid impregnated with Mapewrap 31T semi-fluid epoxy adhesive. 

 The Mapegrid C170 (shown in Figure 42) brings significant advantages 

when used in structures of historical or artistic interest. Instead of replacing 

the existing structure with another, this type of system offers the possibility 

of improving the mechanical characteristics and overall ductility without 

altering the way in which the masses and the rigidity inside the structures 

are distributed.  
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Figure 42. Example of the Mapegrid C170 with the Mapewrap 31T in the test walls 

The latter is a very important aspect also in the field of anti-seismic design 

because it allows a more uniform distribution of the stresses of the 

phenomenon. 

This system is a special fabric characterized by a square mesh made of high-

strength carbon fibers. Its structure allows to increase the tensile strength 

and increases their general ductility, so that stress is distributed in a more 

uniform way, of the work to be reinforced. If Mapegrid C170 is used for 

greater strength of walls and masonry vaulted elements, it is necessary to 

remove all the deteriorated or detached part up to a solid and solid solid 

substrate, so that the reinforcement packet does not come off [Mapei, web]. 

We recommend water-repellent surfaces with low-pressure water jets. 

Allow the surface water to evaporate so that the masonry is saturated and 

the surface is dry. 

After applying the first layer of mortar, place Mapegrid C170 and press so 

that it adheres well. Impregnate the mesh with the component B of the 

mortar so that it touches better in the mortar. Overlap adjacent pieces of 
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Mapegrid C 170 of at least 15 cm in both length and width. Next, apply 

another layer of uniform mortar. 

 

 The Mapewrap 31T is used for the impregnation of Mapei fabrics used to 

reinforce concrete or masonry elements. This product is an adhesive 

solvent-free epoxy resin with a thixotropic consistency that has been 

specifically developed in the research and development of Mapei. The 

MapeWrap 31 T consists of two pre-dosed components, component A 

which is a resin and component B which is a catalyst. They must be mixed 

together before use. After mixing the product it remains workable for about 

50 minutes at + 23°C, but once hardened it becomes very strong and has 

excellent dielectric properties. 

 

3. MAPEWRAP EQ ADHESIVE with MAPEWRAP EQ 

NET 

The third product is the combination of a MapeWrap EQ Net, the glass fibre 

reinforcement used in combination with MapeWrap EQ Adhesive.  

MapeWrap EQ Net (as can be seen in the Figure 43) is a reinforcing fabric, 

characterized by glass fibers with a special surface treatment based on 

polyurethane. This type of reinforcement allows to uniformly distribute the 

stress applied to the wall. This system can be used in solid and compact 

materials.  

The MapeWrap EQ Adhesive is applied in the clean and dry wall. The 

adhesive is applied by means of a short-haired roller. Subsequently, the 

MapeWrap EQ reinforcement mesh is placed on the adhesive and another 

layer of MapeWrap EQ Adesivo is extended and, by means of a metal roller, 

the adhesive adheres well to the fibers of the fabric. In addition we have to 

pass the MapeWrap Roller over the adhesive to eliminate the air bubbles 

trapped in the fabric. The most suitable application for the adhesive takes 

place at a temperature between +5°C and +30°C. In the case where the 

temperature is lower than +5°C, the substrate must be strengthened by 

means of an insulating system to avoid the risk of freezing. 

For more information on the technical characteristics provided by the 

product, the Attachments B1-2-3 are available at the bottom of the report, 

which show all the tables relating to the characteristics of each single 

product treated. 
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Figure 43. Example of the MapeWrap EQ Net with the MapeWrap EQ Adhesive in the test walls 

 

2.4 – Characterization of the explosive charge 

In this section we will analyze all the procedures made for the realization 

of the charge used in the PICAEX project. 

First off, we must consider that the explosive charge chosen is raised from 

the ground because if positioned on the ground, a crater is generated and 

part of the energy is transmitted to the ground. This part of energy is 

transformed into seismic waves that propagate in the ground at high speeds 
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causing an oscillation of the ground itself in which the intensity depends on 

the quantity of explosive used and the characteristics of the soil itself. These 

vibrations as a real seismic event can go to generate damage to the 

structures. Moreover, in this case the amplitude of the vibrations would 

depend on the transmissivity of the ground, the degree of confinement of 

the charge and the distance of the charge from the point of interest. In our 

project we only want to consider the effects of explosives that considers the 

arrival of the incident wave on the wall as mentioned in numerous articles 

that have been consulted, as in the treatment of Wang J. [2016] and that of 

Alsayed SH [2016]. 

2.4.1 – Definition of the scaled distance 

The concept of reduced distance as mentioned in the first section is 

introduced to identify the distance from the explosion center at which two 

explosive charges, with the same specific energy of explosion but with 

different weight, generate the same effect in terms of pressure. As 

previously stated in the first chapter, the formula for determining the scaled 

distance is determined using Formula 9 in the first chapter. 

In order to define the most suitable scaled distance for the project 

experiment, a first phase of research was carried out of pre-existing articles 

with experiments similar to the one to be carried out in the PICAEX project. 

This factor has been used previously in many research experiments, such as 

in the López LM [of 2015] discussion where the charge was placed at a 

distance scaled from the test walls of 2.9 m/kg1/3  and raised from the soil 

just as in our treatment, however, using a charge of 5 kg of TNT equivalent. 

In addition we went to study the results reported by other authors in case 

the walls or structures in question are always made of masonry. For 

example, in the discussion of   Junguo Wang [of 2016], six tests were done 

on clay brick mansory walls and ventilated cement walls, in which three of 

them were reinforced by polyurea coat. The polyurea coating can occur 

partially that is only in the front part of the wall or a total reinforcement in 

which it is both on the front face and on the back face of the wall. 

The general characteristics of the Juenuo Wang experiment are shown in 

Table 8, which shows the type of reinforcement (Tipe of R), the thickness of 

the polyurea (R), the distance (d) of the charge with respect to the test wall, 

the weight (Weq) in kg of TNT equivalent, the distance scaled (z), the height 

of the charge (h), pressure at the center of the wall (P1) and finally the 
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results obtained from the tests (Result) in which the symbology of the effects 

produced by the explosion are shown in Table 9. 

Table 8. Characteristics of the tests performed by Junguo Wang, 2016 

Test Tipe of R R d Weq z h P1 Result 

- - mm m kg m/kg1/3 m MPa - 

1 
clay brick 

unreinforced 
0 1 2 0,79 1,4 10,5 A 

2 
clay brick  

reinforced partially 
3 1 5 0,58 1,4 36,3 B 

3 
clay brick  

reinforced fully 
3 1 8 0,5 1,4 54,7  C  

4 
clay brick  

reinforced fully 
3 1 20 0,37 1,4 155 A 

5 
Aerated brick wall  

unreinforced 
0 10 5 5,85 1,4 0,05 C 

6 
Aerated brick wall 

reinforced fully 
3 3 5 1,75 1,4 0,82 D 

Table 9. Results of the effects produced by the explosion of the charge to the structures under examinatione 

Type of damage in the wall 

A Total collapse of the masonry wall 

B 
Medium damage (irreparable damage in which the maximum 

dislocations of the masonry wall occur) 

C Medium damage (presence of cracks in the masonry wall) 

D No damage (presence of spherical chipping of the mortar coating) 

From Table 8 we see that in this article two distinct types of walls were 

treated, one with clay bricks and the other with airborne bricks. The 

analyzes made focus on the first type of wall because they are more similar 

to the project carried forward in the treatment. From the results obtained by 

Junguo Wang it is observed that in the first four tests carried out there are 

two cases of collapse, ie the wall has not resisted the force of the shock wave 

and was totally damaged and the second and third tests were intermediate 

damage, that is the wall following the explosion has reported damage with 

the formation of cracks and deflection of the reinforcement without 

reaching collapse.  

We note that for each test the weight in kg of equivalent TNT is changed 

and the distance scaled giving results and for this reason they can not be 

compared to each other because they have different basic characteristics. 

Implementing the data present in the article on Matlab, it was possible to 
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determine the pressure-distance curve (Figure 43) obtained from the data 

reported by Junguo Wang. It is observed in the graph the distinct points are 

of different color, this to distinguish the characteristics and the behavior of 

the different walls. It is emphasized that tests 1 to 4 are made using clay 

brick walls, while the remaining ones are aereated brick walls. The graph 

also distinguishes the unreinforced walls marked with the empty symbol 

and reinforced marked with the filled symbol. 

The field of our interest is the intermediate damage. This is because in the 

case of collapse or no damage to the structure it is not possible to analyze 

any type of behavior of the characteristics of the material in question. 

Precisely because we want to define the behavior of the structures, that is 

the wall characterized by different types of reinforcement, subject to a 

pressure wave generated by an IED explosive (Improvised Explosive Device). 

 

Figure 43. Pressure-distance scaled curve of Junguo Wang data 

In this case, considering the clay brick in intermediate damage conditions it 

can be seen from Table 8 that the tests of our interest are number three and 

two. In these two cases the walls are characterized by the partial and total 

presence of the reinforcement, but by a very small scaled distance of 0.58 

m/kg1/3 and 0.50 m/kg1/3. The scaled distances present are too small to be 

considered comparable for our project because we want to study a case in 

which the distance of the charge from a structure is generally more 

representative of reality and also consider a distance that allows to study 

the incident pressure at the wall. 
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For example, references were made to the Xueying Wei [2010] experiment. 

In this case we studied the effect of explosives placed at a height (h) from 

the ground equal to 1.5 m and with a charge in kg equivalent of TNT (W) 

and a scaled distance (z) both variable. We take 17 walls as specimens 

characterized by two different types of thickness, from 230 mm or from 355 

mm. As can be seen in Table 10, in addition to checking the previously 

mentioned data, there are the results due to the explosion effect in which 

the same symbology in Table 9 are divided into damage levels. 

This case was of greater help in determining the distance climbed than the 

previous one due to the fact that the wall considered was masonry as in our 

case, moreover the walls of the Xueying Wei article are all without 

reinforcement and in the PICAEX project they are present in every prava a 

control wall without reinforcements. As previously mentioned, the cases in 

intermediate damage condition in which they are interesting for the project 

are analyzed. It is noted that the cases to be taken into account are for a 

thickness of 230mm with the distances climbed between 1.44 m/kg1/3 to 

1.91 m/kg1/3 and the test charge varies between 21.5 kg to 59.5 kg. 

We went to compare these results found with other pre-existing results, for 

example from the article by Ahmad S. [2014] in which they considered 

masonry walls without reinforcement, a distance (d) from the walls to the 

charge of about 3-4 m in function of the test considered. Table 11 shows all 

the parameters obtained by the author and the effects obtained. It is always 

remembered that the symbology of the results of the effect of the walls are 

reported in Table 9. From the values obtained from Ahmad S. the graph 

present in Figure 44 was also realized in which the values of the pressures 

were reported with respect to the distance scaled for go to see graphically 

the line of the incident and reflected pressure. We note quickly in the graph 

that in the Ahmad S. tests the intermediate damage conditions occur in a 

distance range between 2.07 m/kg1/3 and 2.2 m/kg1/3. 
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Table 10. Characteristics of the tests performed by Xueying Wei, 2010 

Test Tipe renf. 
Wall 

thickness 
d W z h Result 

- - mm m kg m/kg1/3 m - 

1 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
230 4 21.5 1.44 1.5 C 

2 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
230 7 49.5 1.91 1.5 C 

3 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
230 6 43.2 1.71 1.5 B 

4 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
230 5,5 50.6 1.59 1.5 A 

5 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
230 5,5 51.4 1.48 1.5 A 

6 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
230 5,5 50.8 1.49 1.5 A 

7 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 4,5 43.2 1.28 1.5 B 

8 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 5 43.2 1.42 1.5 D 

9 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 7 22.4 2.48 1.5 D 

10 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 5,5 22.4 1.95 1.5 D 

11 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 4 23.4 1.4 1.5 C 

12 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 3,75 49.5 1.02 1.5 A 

13 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 4,5 43.2 1.28 1.5 B 

14 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 3,75 50.6 1.02 1.5 A 

15 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 6 23.3 2.1 1.5 C 

16 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 3,75 50.5 1.01 1.5 A 

17 
 brick masonry 

unreinforced 
355 3,75 49.5 1.02 1.5 A 
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Tabele 11. Characteristics of the tests performed by Ahmad S., 2014 

Test Tipe renf. 
Wall 

thickness 
d h W WTNT z Result 

- - mm m m kg kg m/kg1/3 - 

1 
brick masonry 

unreinforced 
380 3 1 4 2.4 2.24 D 

2 
brick masonry 

unreinforced 
380 3.5 1 6 3.6 2.28 D 

3 
brick masonry 

unreinforced 
380 3.5 1 8 4.8 2.07 C 

4 
brick masonry 

unreinforced 
380 4 1 10 6 2.2 C 

5 
brick masonry 

unreinforced 
380 3.5 1 12 7.2 1.81 B 

6 
brick masonry 

unreinforced 
380 3.5 1 14 8.4 1.72 A 

 

Figure 44. Pressure-distance scaled curves of Ahmad S., 2014 

Furthermore, the information kept in mind includes those of Chen Li [2014] 

who always kept in mind a masonry wall with the characteristics shown in 

Table 12, generating only intermediate damage in two cases. Furthermore, 

taking into account the distance values of Ghaderi Masoud [2015] or, for 

example, the tests carried out by Alsayed Saleh H. we conclude that the 

distance we have to choose has a value between 1.8 m/kg1/3 at 2.2 m/kg1/3. 

For each distance value scaled calculation at different distances the value of 

the charge in kg of TNT, as can be seen in Table 13. 
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Table 12. Characteristics of the tests performed by Chen Li, 2014 

Test Tipe renf. Wall thickness d WTNT z Result 

- - mm m kg m/kg1/3 - 

1 brick masonry unreinforced 90 5,85 0,2 10,00 D 

2 brick masonry unreinforced 90 5,85 0,2 10,00 D 

3 brick masonry unreinforced 90 5,85 3,9 3,72 D 

4 brick masonry unreinforced 90 5,85 34,2 1,80 C 

5 brick masonry unreinforced 90 5,85 21,2 2,11 B 

6 brick masonry unreinforced 90 5,85 30 1,88 A 

 

Table 13. TNT equivalent charge weight values for some of the distance values scaled in the range 1.8 m/kg1/3- 

2.2 m/kg1/3 

d 
Weq 

(z=1,81 m/kg1/3) 

Weq 

(z=1,81 m/kg1/3) 

Weq 

(z=1,91 m/kg1/3) 

Weq 

(z=2,1 m/kg1/3) 

m kg kg kg kg 

3,5 8,57 7,2 6,15 4,63 

3,7 10,13 8,5 7,27 5,47 

3,9 11,86 10,0 8,51 6,41 

4 12,8 10,8 9,19 6,91 

4,1 13,78 11,6 9,89 7,44 

4,3 15,90 13,4 11,41 8,59 

4,5 18,22 15,4 13,08 9,84 

4,7 20,76 17,5 14,90 11,21 

4,9 23,52 19,8 16,88 12,70 

5 24,99 21,1 17,94 13,50 

5,1 26,54 22,4 19,04 14,32 

5,3 29,77 25,1 21,37 16,08 

 

In the project under examination it is established that the distance between 

the walls and the explosive charge is 5 m. By using the distance and the 

scaled distance, the weight of equivalent TNT of the charge is obtained, as 

shown by the formula 21. As shown in Table 14 in this project we will 

consider three different explosive charges of 18 kg, 22 kg and 25 kg. 

 

𝑊𝑒𝑞 = (
𝑑

𝑧
)

3

                                                                                                                          (21) 
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Table 14. Distance values (d), distance scaled (z) and weight in kg of equivalent TNT (W) 

d z Weq 

m m/kg1/3 kg 

5 1,91 18 

5 1,78 22 

5 1,71 25 

2.4.2 – Determination of the triple point 

During the explosion, the wave propagates radially from the center of the 

charge and affects the surface of the ground before reaching the structure. 

The shock wave continues to propagate radially and at a certain distance 

interacts with the reflected wave from the ground generating the Mach face 

(Figure 19). It is necessary to define the triple point, as explained in the 

previous section, in order to simplify and consider that the wall under 

examination is subjected to a uniform pressure. 

The project in question is characterized by masonry walls with a height of 

2.5 m. For this reason we will have to find a suitable solution to obtain that 

the triple point has a height greater than that of the wall considering a 

distance of 5 m and a equivalent charge value of TNT equal to 18 kg. To do 

this we will have to modify the heights in which the explosive charge is 

located in order to keep the previously obtained distance distance 

unchanged. 

Using the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC, 2008) you can go to determinate 

the triple point height value as seen in Table 15, using the horizontal 

distance values scaled with respect to the weight in kg of equivalent TNT 

and the height values scaling of the charge that correspond to the values of 

the graph curves Figure 20. 

Table 15. Values for calculating the height of the triple point (HT) by means of the value of the height scaled 

(Curve) and of the horizontal distance from the charge (R) with Weq equal to 18kg 

Curve R R/(W1/3) HT 

ft/lb1/3 m m/kg1/3 m 

0.5 5 1.91 3.9 

1 5 1.91 2.85 

1.5 5 1.91 1.51 
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In our case we obtain that for a height of one meter of charge from the 

ground the value of the triple point HT is satisfactory because it is a value 

greater than the height of the wall. Note that as soon as you ascend with a 

charge height of 1.5 m the triple point value is no longer suitable and you 

can no longer simplify the wave as a plane wave and that the pressure acts 

evenly. 

The same calculation also occurred considering an equivalent charge value 

of TNT equal to 22 kg and 25 kg as can be seen in Table 16-17. 

Table 16. Values for calculating the height of the triple point (HT) by means of the value of the height scaled 

(Curve) and of the horizontal distance from the charge (R) with Weq equal to 22 kg 

Curva R R/(W1/3) HT 

ft/lb1/3 m m/kg1/3 m 

0,5 5 2,32 3,5 

1 5 2,32 2,60 

 

Table 17. Values for calculating the height of the triple point (HT) by means of the value of the height scaled 

(Curve) and of the horizontal distance from the charge (R) with Weq equal to 25 kg 

 

From the values of the heights of the triple point, it is noted that maintaining 

the same height of charge with respect to the ground but varying the value 

of the equivalent weight of TNT of the charge, the values vary. Increasing 

the weight of the charge decreases the value of the height of the triple point 

at a distance of 5 m from the charge. For a charge of 25 kg equivalent TNT, 

a value of 2.08 m is produced, a height value of the lowest triple point at the 

height of the project wall. For this reason, the height of the charge and the 

distance of the wall with respect to the charge are not suitable for 

considering that the wall is subject to a uniformpressure value. On the other 

hand, by decreasing the charge values, it is assumed that the triple point 

rise values remain higher than the test wall height value. Subsequent to 

these analyzes, it was decided that the equivalent TNT charge in the project 

under study is 18 kg which allows to assume as a triple point height equal 

Curva R R/(W1/3) HT 

ft/lb1/3 m m/kg1/3 m 

0,5 5 1,91 3,41 

1 5 1,91 2,08 
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to 2.7 m (Figure 45). For this reason the charge will be positioned at a height 

bove the ground of 1 m.  

 

Figure 45. Characterization of the triple point height using UFC, 2008 

2.4.3 – Parameters of shock wave 

To learn more about the characteristics of the shock wave generated by the 

explosive charge, the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC, 2008) was used in this 

project. 

Using the graph in Figure 18 we can determine the values of the positive 

phase shock wave parameters for the explosion of hemispherical TNT on 

the surface of the sea level. From this graph, knowing the value of the 

distance scaled (z) we can obtain the values of: 

- Pr, reflected pressure of first arrival; 

- Pso, first arrival peak overpressure; 

- ir, reflex impulse; 
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- ir, impulses associated with the reflected pressure; 

- is, impulses associated with the first peak pressure incident pressure; 

- U, the speed of the wave; 

- t0/W1/3, duration of the positive phase scaled with respect to the 

weight of kg of equivalent TNT; 

- tA/W1/3, time of first arrive scaled with respect to the weight of kg of 

TNT equivalent. 

In the case under examination with a scaled distance equal to 1.91 m /kg1/3, 

the parameters in Table 18 are obtained. Furthermore, by means of the UFC, 

the two cases in which the charge is characterized by 22 kg have also been 

calculated. and 25 kg of TNT equivalent (Table 19-20). 

Table 18. Parameters by means of the UFC related to 18 kg of equivalent TNT 

Pr Pso ir is U t0 ta 

PSI PSI Pa·s Pa·s m/s ms ms 

175.9 45.9 1010.30 368.89 0.65 5.37 4.04 

KPa KPa 

1213.04 316.5 

Tabella 19. Parametri mediante dall’UFC relativi a 22 kg di TNT equivalente 

Pr Pso ir is U t0 ta 

PSI PSI Pa·s Pa·s m/s ms ms 

214.61 53.56 1173.25 420.71 0.69 5.75 3.83 

KPa KPa 

1479.74 369.31 

Table 20. Parameters by means of the CFU for 25 kg of equivalent TNT 

Pr Pso ir is U t0 ta 

PSI PSI Pa·s Pa·s m/s ms ms 

244.10 59.11 1291.00 475.55 0.71 6.04 3.69 

KPa KPa 

1683.09 407.60 

These parameters were compared by empirical formulas in the literature 

such as for example for the determination of peak pressure the Henrych 

formulas are used [J. Henrych, 1979]: 

 

𝑝𝑠 =
14.072

𝑧
+

5.54

𝑧2 +
0.0062

𝑧3           𝑓𝑜𝑟 0.005 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0.3                                               (22) 

 

𝑝𝑠 =
6.194

𝑧
+

0.326

𝑧2 +
2.132

𝑧3          𝑓𝑜𝑟 0.03 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 1                                                        (23) 
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𝑝𝑠 =
0.662

𝑧
+

4.05

𝑧2 +
3.288

𝑧3          𝑓𝑜𝑟 1 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 10                                                                 (24) 

 

Furthermore, the Wei and Dharani [J.R.Florek, 2007] formulas can be used: 

 

𝑝𝑠 = 𝑝0 ∙ (
0.696

𝑧
+

2.1

𝑧2 +
4.13

𝑧3 )                                                                                             (25) 

 

The empirical formula for the determination of Sadovski [Gelfand Boris, 

2004] peak apressioene is also widely used: 

 

𝑝𝑠 =
0.81

𝑧
+

2.8

𝑧2
+

7.07

𝑧3
                                                                                                       (26) 

 

Where 𝑝𝑠 is the peak pressure, z is the escalated distance at which the 

explosive charge will be placed with respect to the test wall and finally 𝑝0 

corresponds to the atmospheric pressure. 

Using the analytical formulas we can also calculate the value of the arrival 

time which is considered as the interval of time that elapses between the 

moment of initialization of the detonation, at the moment of arrival of the 

front at the distance of the wall of interest. The only expression [Iqbal, 2009] 

empirical for this parameter is: 

 

𝑡𝑎 = 0.4 ∙ 𝑅1.2 ∙ 𝑊−0.2/𝑎0                                                                                              (27) 

 

Where R represents the charge distance, W the weight of the explosive 

charge and is the speed of sound in the air at sea level of 343 m/s. 

In Table 21 we can see the results obtained in empirical form of the pressure 

peaks and we can see that the values obtained correspond and are close to 

the peak pressure value determined with the UFC. In addition, the value of 

the arrival time is also reported, which is very similar to that of the UFC 

values. 

Table 21. Values obtained from the empirical formulas of Henrych, Wei and Dharani, Sadovski and Iqbal 

ps,Henrych ps,Wei&Dharani ps,Sadovski ta 

bar bar bar s 

3.4 2.9 3.5 0.0045 

 

Next, to analyze the pressure trend with the passing of time, the values of 

the decay coefficients are obtained, as explained previously in the previous 
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section. From the Formulas 3-4-5 described in the previous chapter we 

obtain the values of the decay coefficients (Table 22) all according to the 

distance to be removed. Each value of the decay coefficients allows us to go 

and plot the value of pressure at the beginning of time. 

Table 22. Decay coefficients by Friedlander, Friedlander modified and Wei and Dharani formulas 

bFriedlander bFriedlander-Mod bWei&Dharani 

- - - 

2.45 0.78 1.11 

By the first value of decay coefficient, formulated by Friedlander, calculated 

taking into account the impulse associated with the positive phase. The 

trend observed using this methedology is plotted in Figure 46 and does not 

take into account the phase of depression that follows the displacement of 

air caused by the shock front. 

 

Figure 46. Pressure-time trend with the decay coefficient deriving from the Friedlander equation 

From the second coefficient of decay, deriving from the modified 

Friedlander formula going to consider the ratio between the minimum and 

maximum pressure we are going to obtain a trend that also takes into 

account the negative phase of the pressure trend (Figure 47). 
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Figure 47. Pressure-time trend with the decay coefficient deriving from the modified Friedlander equation 

(ps,min / ps,max) 

Finally, through the last coefficient of decay calculated using the empirical 

formula of Wei and Dharani, which also takes into account both the 

negative phase and the positive phase of the pressure trend over time 

(Figure 48). 

 

Figure 48. Pressure-time trend with the decay coefficient deriving from the Wei & Dharani equation 

It is noted that even if both the trends of the Figures 47 and 48 take into 

account the negative phase, we note a pattern distinct from each other. The 

Figure 47 with respect to the Figure 48 shows a peak of depression and a 

longer duration, due to the fact that the decay coefficient is lower than the 
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ratio of the minimum pressure with respect to the maximum. In the case in 

which the distance value is changed with values up to 0.5 bar, it is noted 

that the pressure-time diagram calculated by the decay coefficient of Wei 

and Dharani undergoes distortions that are unsuitable for the shape of the 

curve that was assumed to be assumed. It is necessary to note that the 

coefficient to be taken into account, considering a blast load generated by a 

spherical charge detonated to a height of 1 m above the ground, is best 

suited to that obtained from the minimum and maximum peak pressure 

ratio. 

2.4.4 – Determination of the charge used in the test 

From the theoretical analyzes made it is possible to define the charge that 

will be used in the project. Knowing that the weight of TNT equivalent 

explodes the effects of the different explosive charges depending on the 

amount of TNT needed to produce an expanding wave that has the same 

properties as the explosive to be characterized. 

To do this we must go to choose the most suitable explosive that goes to 

make an explosive effect identical to what is expected through 18 kg of TNT 

equivalent. In considering the weight of an explosive charge it is necessary 

to introduce the equivalence coefficient which allows to derive the weight of 

the explosive charge used in the experimental tests. This coefficient is 

determined by mediating the ratio between the specific explosion heat QW 

of the explosive materials as seen in the following formula: 

 

𝑞 =
𝑄𝐸𝑋𝑃

𝑄𝑇𝑁𝑇
                                                                                                                          (28) 

 

The determination of the coefficient of equivalence defines the explosive 

weight required for the experimental tests by means of the following 

formula [UFC 3-340-02,]: 

 

𝑊𝑇𝑁𝑇 = 𝑞 ∙ 𝑊𝐸𝑋𝑃                                                                                                                    (29) 

 

Where: 

- q represents the equivalence coefficient; 

- 𝑊𝑇𝑁𝑇 represents the equivalent weight of TNT; 

- 𝑊𝐸𝑋𝑃 represents the weight of the explosive in question; 

- 𝑄𝐸𝑋𝑃 represents the heat of detonation of the explosive in question; 
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- 𝑄𝑇𝑁𝑇 represents the heat of detonation of the TNT. 

 

The explosion is an exothermic phenomenon, that is, triggered the charge 

generates a reaction in which a quantity of heat is released equal to the 

relationship of the enthalpy of formation of the products generated by the 

explosion and the entanglement of formation of the explosive itself. For this 

reason it is important the explosion heat defined as the amount of thermal 

energy that is freed, under adiabatic conditions by one kilogram of 

explosive and which is exploded in Kcal/kg o in KJ/kg. 

In the case in question, the explosive charge chosen consists of a civil 

explosive, the Dynamite. Considering this type of explosive, the value of 

the equivalence coefficient has been the subject of research for multiple 

projects. From the theoretical values found we will go to consider that the 

value of the coefficient of equivalence of the Dynamite is equal to 0.79. 

Through this value it was possible to derive the dynamite weight related to 

the different values of equivalent TNT, as shown in Table 23. 

Table 23. Determination of the weight values of Dynamite used in the test 

z d Weq_TNT q WDinamite 

m/kg1/3 m kg - kg 

1.91 5 18 0.79 22.8 

1.78 5 22 0.79 27.8 

1,71 5 25 0.79 31.6 

As we can see in Table 23, the analysis is concentrated in three different 

charge values. As the TNT equivalent weight of the charge increases, the 

kilograms of dynamite that will be used will increase. 

Fireball 

In general, static models consider that the fireball reaches the maximum 

diameter instantaneously and maintains that size for the duration of the 

fireball. Static methods consider that the determination of the diameter of 

the charge is connected to the mass of the explosive coinvote as seen from 

the following formula: 

 

𝐷 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑀𝑛                                                                                                                        (30) 

 

Where D is the diameter of the fire wing, M is the mass of the explosive in 

kg, k and n are two constants. In the models present in the network, the 
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constant k assumes a value ranging from 2.97 to 6.48 and the constant n is 

generally considered equal to 1/3. 

From the formulations of Roberts A. F. [1981] it is assumed that the 

evaluation of the diameter of the fireball is given by the equation: 

𝐷 = 5.8 ∙ 𝑀1/3                                                                                                                    (31) 

From the mass values in kilograms of equivalent TNT we can determine the 

three different diameter values as shown in Table 24. 

Table 24. Determination of diameter values (D) of the fireball 

z Weq_TNT = M D 

m/kg1/3 kg m 

1.91 18 15.20 

1.78 22 16.25 

1,71 25 16.95 

In addition, you can also calculate the duration of the fireball using a 

formula that correlates the duration of the fireball in seconds (t_d) with the 

mass (M) of the explosive in kilograms. 

𝑡𝑑 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑀𝑛                                                                                                                       (32)   

Where k and n are always constant, in which the theory the constant k varies 

between a range of 0.23-2.61 and the n varies between values between 

0.0966 and 0.333. 

As we can see in the treatises of IChemE [1989] we get that the formula in 

the case is: 

𝑡𝑑 = 0.45 ∙ 𝑀1/3                                                                                                              (33)    

The Table 25 shows calculated values. 
Table 25. Determination of the time values of the duration (td) of the fireball 

z Weq_TNT = M 𝒕𝒅 

m/kg1/3 kg s 

1.91 18 1.17 

1.78 22 1.26 

1,71 25 1.31 
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2.5 – Fragmentation analyses 

To get an estimate of the theoretical secondary fragmentation we went to 

use the formulas in the Unified Facilities Criteria [UFC 3-340-02, 2008]. The 

main interest in this project is the behavior of the structure and therefore 

the secondary fragmentation, that is the one generated by the shock wave 

interaction with the structures close to the explosive charge. The pressure 

of the explosive wave causes, as previously mentioned, a damage to the 

structure subject to the explosion generating fragments similar to 

projectiles, very rapid and small that can go to threaten human life. Think 

of the people in a house, as a result of an explosion the plaster or the tiles 

that line the walls of the houses can be transformed into dangerous 

projectiles for people who are present in its trajectory. Precisely for this 

reason, in this discussion it is of greater importance to consider the analysis 

of secondary fragmentation with respect to primary fragmentation. As 

shown in Table 26, the values of the velocities will be determined taking 

into account the size of the target, mediating the Formula 13. 

Table 26. Values for the calculation of the initial velocity V0 

Area Volume Mass is β V0 

m2 m3 kg psi-ms - m/s 

6.25 1.625 2700 53.49 1 71.15 

In which we remember that is is the specific impulse acquired, β is the form 

factor obtained from Figure 27 and V0 is the initial velocity to be considered. 

For the estimation of the final speed of the structure, reference should be 

made to the figures in the section. We will see how fragmentation evolves 

in the conclusions that will follow the discussion by comparing the 

theoretical results with those observed in the test. 

In the test it is hypothesized to find the fragmentation along the 

perpendicular to the two facades, based on the combination of reinforcing 

materials on the facades. 
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2.6 – Tools used 

2.6.1 – Schmidt's hammer (sclerometer) 

The Hammer of Schmidt, or also called Sclerometer, is an instrument based 

on the measurement of the rebound of an elastic mass that depends on the 

hardness of the surface on which it impacts. We note that resistance and 

hardness are two factors connected to each other. This instrument is 

characterized by a hinged steel mass, driven by a spring and a metal 

percussion rod resting directly on the wall, as can be seen in Figure 49. 

 

Figure 49. Hammer of Schmidt structure 

The impact energy is partly absorbed by the material in which it impacts in 

the form of permanent inelastic deformations and partly returned to the 

mobile mass of the rebounding sclerometer. In general, the rebound height 

is greater the more the material is resistant and the permanent deformations 

are less. 

The sclerometer is a very simple tool to use. To use this tool, press the 

percussion rod on the surface to be analyzed until it stops. In this way the 

mass inside the instrument is loaded by the presence of the spring of a fixed 

quantity of energy. Subsequently, the mass in which it strikes against the 
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striker, still in contact with the surface, is released and it rebounds. The 

amount of the rebound is measured by an index. 

In general, the rebound value is a parameter in which it is a function of the 

stop angle which gives an indication of the resistance of the material on 

which the test was carried out. However, traditional sclerometers are 

instruments that measure the R value, that is the mechanical stroke or the 

rebound of the mass. These types of instruments are subject to errors caused 

by mass friction, the influence of gravity and the relative velocity between 

the unit and the sample to be measured. In fact, in our case the test would 

be distorted for positioning not completely orthogonal to the wall to be 

examined. Precisely for this reason we use the factor Q, a parameter that 

allows you to obtain a result independent from the inclination, so it should 

not be more correct according to the direction of impact. Furthermore, this 

factor allows measurements to be made within a wider range than 

traditional methods. 

In the project of the following discussion, is used SilverSchmidt model of type 

L, characterized by the measurement of the Q index. This instrument is used 

to delimit areas of poor quality of deteriorated concrete structures. The 

European Standard (EN 12504-2: 2012) requires that for the use of the 

Schmidt Hammer the concrete wall must have a minimum thickness of 100 

mm and must be fixed to a structure. The measurement is made by trying 

to avoid areas where there is an irregular, wrinkled surface and the 

presence of cracks and by looking for theoretical calculations to take place 

inside the wide brick avoiding the mortar. Instrumentalization is used in 

the case of temperatures between 0 °C to 50 °C. 

Number of shots for each test wall 

As previously mentioned, in the case of the PICAEX project the 

SilverSchmidt test hammer was used as a Hammer of test, an instrument 

suitable for walls and with a lower impact energy than those traditionally 

used for rocks in order to avoid damage to the wall due to the instrument. 

For the analysis of the walls different measures are carried out. 

Through analysis made from the presence of pre-existing tests, it was 

decided to carry out measurements on a number of 40 points for each wall. 

20 measurements are made for each face of the wall, where each point is 

characterized by a template defined by 12 measuring points (Figure 50). 

Thus, in each face of the wall there are 20 points, in which each of them is 

characterized by a 12-point shape where 6 measurements will be made 
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using the sclerometer before the test and the remaining 6 which will be 

carried out after the test. 

 

Figure 50. Template of the 12 points, each of them corresponding to a measurement with the sclerometer 

The most suitable template chosen is the one in Figure 50 in which there are 

blue points that represent the measurement points that will occur before the 

test and the red points that represent the measurements by means of the 

sclerometer that will occur after the charge starts. 

Verification of the measuring point 

The main problem encountered with the use of Schmidt's Hammer is the 

positioning of the measuring point on the facade of the wall. 

All the walls of the project, as mentioned above, are masonry. As can be 

seen in Figure 51, the facades of the walls are characterized by some rows 

in which the bricks are positioned with the longer side parallel to the façade 

of the wall, these bricks are called long bricks, and the rows in which the 

bricks are arranged perpendicularly, called short bricks. 

 

Figure 51. Positioning of the bricks that make up the wall 
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The problem that has arisen is whether the measurements made in the short 

bricks gave the same results as the measurements made on the long bricks. 

To verify that the two different measurements were comparable to each 

other, they were made by testing small walls 1 m by 1 m in size. The small 

test wall was constructed in the same way as the control walls used for 

testing (Figure 52). 16 measurements were made each of which were 

characterized by the test pattern of Figure 50. Knowing the position of each 

brick and their arrangement, 8 measurements were made in the long bricks 

that were compared with the 8 measurements made in the short bricks. 

In order to verify that the calculated values are comparable, the average of 

the six shape values obtained by means of the Schmidt hammer and 

contrasted with the value of the average of the value of the short brick has 

been realized for each point of the long brick. The values were compared 

using the T.TEST function in Excel which returns the probability associated 

with the Student's t test. Going to use t of Student allows us to determine if 

two samples can derive from the same two populations having the same 

mean. Let's see Table 27 the values obtained from the tests going to refer to 

the different measurements numbered in Figure 52. 

 

Figure 52. Wall of 1x1 m size of test 
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Table 27. Values of the mean and of the t di Student test relative to the measurement points of Figure 52 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 1 with 9 
T-Test 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 5 with 13 
T-Test 

Short brick 21,3 
0,29 

Short brick 20,0 
0,24 

Long brick 18,8 Long brick 21,1 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 2 with 10 
T-Test 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 6 with 14 
T-Test 

Short brick 20,0 
0,11 

Short brick 18,2 
0,01 

Long brick 21,0 Long brick 20,0 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 3 with 11 
T-Test 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 7 with 15 
T-Test 

Short brick 22,4 
0,36 

Short brick 21,3 
0,25 

Long brick 22,0 Long brick 21,8 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 4 with 12 
T-Test 

Average of the values to 

be compared: 8 with 16 
T-Test 

Short brick 23,4 
0,14 

Short brick 18,2 
6,1E-06 

Long brick 24,8 Long brick 24,4 

Moreover the values obtained can also be compared graphically as shown 

in Figure 53. 

 

Figure 53 Values of the different bricks compared 

As can be seen in Table 27 and from Figure 53 the values measured in the 

long and short bricks are quite similar but in some cases the two samples 

can not be assimilated to the same populations with the same mean. For 
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the value of the t of Student is too small a value and therefore not 

comparable. Precisely for this reason the measurements that will take place 

during the test will always take place in the long bricks with positioning for 

each side of the wall as shown in Figure 54. In this figure are placed the 20 

points in which the shape of Figure 50 is drawn with the 12 points of 

measurement. For the study of the wall behavior, before the test, 

evaluations of the Q value are carried out, using the sclerometer, in the 6 

blue points of the template. Subsequently these values will be compared 

with the 6 red points of the template which are measured subsequently the 

ignition of the explosive charge. This system allows us to compare in each 

of the 20 points the behavior of the wall in the face of an explosion of a 

charge placed at a distance of 5 m. 

 

Figure 54. Points where the template is placed for measurements using the sclerometer 
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2.6.2 – Accelerometer 

The accelerometer is a tool used to measure the wavefront acceleration 

resulting from the explosion of the explosive charge. It is based on the force 

measured with respect to the mass of the object (force per unit of mass). 

In our case, the accelerometer will be placed on the outer face of the wall. In 

order to insert this instrument on the external facade of the parades, a steel 

solid consisting of a cylinder of dimensions equal to those of Figure 55 will 

be used. 

The accelerometer is characterized by the standard American male screw 

end (¼-28, UNF-3A), with measurements equal to those visible in Figure 56. 

The related assembly instructions are shown in Attached C. 

In the project under examination, an accelerometer is used for each 

positioned wall, as previously mentioned on the outer face of the wall, so 

that the fireball does not damage the instrumentation. It is placed at a height 

from the ground of 1.25 m and the inner side of the wall of 0.10 m. 

 

Figure 55. Cylinder inserted on the external side of the wall where the accelerometer will be placed 

 

Figure 56. Accelerometer and relative measures of the head 
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2.6.3 – Pressure gauge 

Three pressure sensors are used in the project, instruments that convert the 

incident pressure into an analog electric signal. This conversion of the 

pressure into an electrical signal is obtained by the physical deformation of 

the strain gauges connected to the pressure transducer membrane and 

calibrated in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. The pressure applied to 

the pressure gauge produces a bending of the diaphragm which in turn 

leads to the de-forming of the strain gauges. So the deformation will 

produce a change in electrical resistance proportional to the incident 

pressure that arrives. The pressure gauges or sensors were located inside a 

metal cup that was almost buried to the ground level, as we can see in 

Figure 57. 

 

 
Figure 57. Details of the metal cup with the sensor of pressure and cable 

 

Figure 58. Connect the pressure sensor with the data acquisition system before burying it 
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The three boxes containing the transducers will be placed at a distance of 5 

m from the point where the explosive charge is positioned. This distance is 

the same distance from the walls with the explosive, precisely for this 

reason these transducers allow to measure the incident pressure to which 

the project walls are subjected. Figure 58 shows the connection between the 

pressure sensor, the motor on the metal cup cap, and the wire that connects 

it to the data acquisition system.    

2.6.4 – High speed camera 

In the project a high-speed camera was used, model Photron FASTCAM 

SA3-120k (Figure 59) because it is an instrument suitable for the realization 

of high precision digital video. In fact, the most common use of this high-

speed camera is in the field of research and analysis in various fields and 

automotive safety tests. 

The FASTCAM SA3 camera features remote control via user-selectable 

camera controls on the rear panel, Gigabit Ethernet communications or an 

optional RS422 keyboard with a built-in 5" LCD display [web, FASTCAM 

SA3] characterized by a high sensitivity to light, image quality and color 

fidelity meditate a 12-bit ADC, through a larger recording time thanks to 

the 8-bit recording mode. 

Two FASTCAM SA3 high-speed cameras, one of 60K and the other of 120K, 

are commercially available. The video camera used in this project, as 

previously mentioned, is a FASTCAM SA3-120K. This camera model is 

characterized by a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels with frame rates of up to 

2,000 fps and a reduced resolution of up to 120,000 fps. This camera is 

placed at a certain distance so that you can take the whole test very well. 

Precisely because of its proximity to the site (Figure 60) of the test is placed 

behind a protective bariera (Figure 59) to protect it from the fragmentation 

that causes an explosion. Attached D shows the technical specifications of 

the FASTCAM SA3-120k high-speed chamber. 
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Figure 59. FASTCAM SA3-120k high-speed camera and fragment protection structure 

 

 

Figure 60. Position of the high-speed camera at a distance from the test point and positioning within the 

protective structure 

2.6.5 – Data acquisition system 

In this project there is a need to record acceleration and pressure in difficult 

external conditions. To do this we use DataTrap II, MREL (Figure 61), which 

is the only robust recorder able to record the dynamic effort and the 

detonation speed of the explosives. This tool is also used many times to 

determine the delay times between the shots. 

The DataTrap II is characterized by a large circular memory consisting of 64 

million, 128 million or 256 million data points depending on the memory 

option that is installed. It is a robust and portable data acquisition system 
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with 8 channels. The high recording speed per channel can be for example 

10 MHz with a resolution of 14 bits. Using the software, as described in the 

DAS (Data Acquisition Suite) manual, select the number of tests to be 

recorded, the number of channels and the recording speed. The exact 

amount of memory allocated to a particular channel for a particular test can 

be adjusted. This tool allows us to record wave pressure and near-field burst 

vibrations using uniaxial and triaxial accelerometers. 

 

Figure 61. DataTrap II acquisition system, MREL 

2.6.6 – Scanner 

In the project it was necessary to have a precise long-range scanning tool 

for the 3D geometry analysis of the test site, before and after the initiation 

of the explosive charge. Precisely for this reason, the ScanStation P30 / P40 

laser (Figure 62) of the Leica Geosystems was used. The ScanStation P30 / 

P40 [Web, Leica Geosystems] laser allows you to derive 3D images and 

HDR images of the highest quality with realistic clarity and an extremely 
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fast scanning speed of 1 million points per second reaching distances up to 

270 m. This instrument is resistant to harsh environmental conditions, for 

example, at temperatures ranging from -20°C to +50°C and resistant to dust 

and rain. 

In the project this tool has the role of going to analyze the displacement of 

walls so that to go to identify how the walls behave after the explosion. So 

it goes to detect the different deformations of the walls and structures 

around following the test. The different technical features of the P30/P40 

Laser ScanStation are listed in Attached E. 

 

Figure 62. Laser ScanStation P30 /P40 from Leica Geosystems 
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2.7 – Tests 

The project in consideration is carartterizzato from a total of four tests but 

in this treatise only the first three will be explained because the last test 

could not be carried out in the time established due to the unfavorable 

weather conditions for the test. Each test is characterized, as previously 

mentioned, by four masonry walls in which three are reinforced by 

additives procured by Mapei, an Italian company, and a wall remains 

without reinforcement and is called a control wall. In all three tests, the 

walls are transported out of the building where a forklift truck has been 

built. As was theoretically designed at the beginning of the project, the walls 

had to be transported out of the building by a forklift truck. The wall was 

placed on a sheet of polystyrene placed between the wall and the metal 

parts of the machine and fixed by ropes and hooks as shown in Figure 38. 

Afterwards each wall was loaded on a crane truck and surrounded by 

sandbags to prevent damage during the move. This transport process was 

modified during the displacement. The walls are always transported out of 

the building by means of a forklift but they were fixed by means of ropes to 

the structure of the forklift truck. Moreover, between the metallic structur 

and the bricks, wooden boards are inserted to isolate the walls (Figure 63). 

 

 

Figure 63. Forklift to transport the walls to the outside of the building 
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Subsequently outside the building, the wall is attached to the crane truck 

which loads the four walls together into the container of the transport 

vehicle as shown in Figure 64. As can be seen from the figure, the four walls 

are fixed in the carriage in a position tilted the vertical. This increases 

stability and avoids the risk of damage that may occur during the irregular 

journey that must be taken to reach the site where the test takes place. 

 

Figure 64. Transporting the walls on the crane truck to the test site 

 
At the test site the walls are mounted on the auxiliary structures already 
attached to the concrete base as shown in Figure 65. It should be noted that 
each test is characterized by a distinct combination that will be explained in 
detail in the treatment of the individual tests. 
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Subsequently, before the test takes place, as previously mentioned, the 

measurements must be made by mediating the sclerometer for each wall 

façade and positioning the accelerometers, the manomers, the DataTrap 

and the high-speed camera. Remember that two data acquisition systems 

are used, that is, two DataTrap II. The DT2 recognition system is connected 

to the accelerometer A1 and A2 and to the monometer P1 and P2, the DT1 

system is connected to the accelerometer A3 and A4 and to the monometer 

P3 as shown in Figure 66. These connections can be initiated to the test. 

 

Figure 65. Positioning of the walls 

-  Test number 1 

The first trial is held on Wednesday, February 21st. As a first test the walls 

that characterize the test are arranged according to the diagram of Figure 

66. In the location number 1 (U1) the reinforced wall is placed in the external 

façade, ie the one that is not positioned directly to the fire bubble of the 

explicative charge , from the Mapewrap EQ Net with Adhesive and the first 

accelerometer (A1) is positioned in the external façade. In the second 

location (U2), the wall with the external façade reinforced by Planitop 

Intonaco Armato is inserted and it is the wall associated with the 

accelerometer A2. The wall with the reinforcement on the external façade 

with the Mapegrid C170 with Mapewrap 31 T is located in position U3 and 

the accelerometer is always positioned on the external façade. Finally, the 

control wall, without reinforcement, is placed in position U4, as shown in 

Figure 66, and the accelerometer A4 is associated with this wall. 
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Figure 66. Order of wall locations and measurement sensors 

 

In this first test a charge of 18 kg of equivalent TNT is used which 

corresponds to 22.8 kg of Dynamite. As can be seen in Figure 67, the charge 

must be a certain height, considering the center of the dynamite charge. By 

analyzing the calculation of the triple point in Table 15, choose to proceed 

to a height of 0.5 m above the ground. The dynamite charge will be placed 

in the center of the test yard, at a distance of 5 m from the walls fixed to the 

ground and on a mount created with polyester as shown in Figure 67.  

Once the explosive charge is positioned, the electric detonator is inserted in 

the upper part of the charge which allows the ignition. The detonator is 

connected to the trigger (Figure 68), that is an electrical system, which 

allows to assume as zero time the moment in which the activation occurs. 

The trigger is connected to the data acquisition system, so you can record 

the start time of the explosion called zero time. 
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Figure 67. Positioning of the explosive charge in the first test 

 

Figure 68. Union of trigger with the detonator 
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-  Test number 2 

The second trial is held on 22 February. The walls were fixed the day before 

always following the diagram of Figure 66. In this case the position of the 

walls is the same as in the previous case but all the reinforcements are 

positioned on the inside face of the wall. Precisely for this reason, in this 

case, the reinforcements placed in direct contact with the fireball generated 

by the explosive. In this case the amount of the tax has changed. In this case 

a charge of 25 kg of equivalent TNT is considered, which corresponds to 

31.6 kg of dynamite. Furthermore, the height at which the charge is 

positioned also varies. It goes from a height of 0.5 m to 0.7 m, always 

considering the center of the charge as seen from Figure 69. Subsequently, 

as explained above, after the position of the explosive charge the trigger is 

combined with the detonator (Figure 68). 

 

Figure 69. Positioning of the explosive charge in the second test 
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-  Test number 3 

In the last test that we will analyze in this discussion, which took place on 

February 23rd, we will consider the same explosive charge as test 2, that is 

a charge of 25 kg of equivalent TNT which corresponds to 31.6 kg of 

dynamite. In this case the reinforcements are all applied to the facade of the 

outer wall as the first case. In this test the position pattern of the walls is 

different. Referring again to Figure 66, the control parity without 

reinforcement is positioned at the location U1 and is associated with the 

accelerometer A1. In the second location the wall with the reinforcement of 

Planitop Intonaco Armato is positioned and with the accelerometer A2 

positioned always in the external facade. The wall with the reinforcement 

of Mapegrid C170 with Mapewrap 31 T is fixed in position U3 in which the 

accelerometer A3 is associated. Finally in position U4 is located the wall 

with the reinforcement of Mapewrap EQ Net and Adhesive, in which the 

accelerometer A4 is placed. We see in Figure 70 the arrangement of the walls 

and the explosive charge before the start. 

 

Figure 70. Moment before the charge starts 
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2.8 – Results 

Following are the values found by the three tests carried out. 

-  Test number 1 

As mentioned above, the first test is characterized by an explosive of 18 kg 
of equivalent TNT which corresponds to 22.8 kg of dynamite, placed at a 
height of 0.5 m above the ground. From the literature we went to get the 
parameters that characterize the wavefront that were calculated mediated 
by the UFC as can be seen in Table 18. The sensors present in the test were 
three pressure meters and four accelerometers. In the first test, DataTrap II 
was able to record all the values obtained from the three pressure sensors 
and only two signals between the four accelerometers. The values of the 
accelerometers A1 and A4, as shown in Figure 66, belong to the wall 
characterized by the reinforcement of the Mapewrap EQ Net with adhesive 
and to the control wall. As shown in Figure 71, the accelerometers are 
inserted into the walls and connected by a cable to the acquisition system. 
During the test, the DataTrap II was unable to record any signal of the 
accelerometers A1 and A4. The pressure wave investing the sensors 
disconnected the cables that joined the accelerometers. For this reason the 
values were not recorded and stored. An example can be expressed from 
Figure 71 of the accelerometer A1 positioned in the wall with the 
reinforcement of Mapewrap EQ Net and Adhesive. In the figure we see how 
the accelerometer is connected to the cable before the test and how it is 
detected after the test with the cable disconnected. 

 
Figure 71. Status of accelerometer status before (left) and after (right) of the test 

The Table 28 shows the values that detected the accelerometers and the 
pressure monometers. Furthermore, the values of the pressures detected by 
the three pressure sensors that can be compared to those studied 
theoretically have been reported in Figure 72-73-74. 
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Table 28. Values obtained from the registration of the test 1 

Channel Measure ID 
Estimated UFC of 

Pressure (PSI) 
Experimental estimate 

of the peak value 

DT1-1 Acceleration A3 - 1209,56 g 

DT1-2 Acceleration A4 - - 

DT1-3 Pressure P3 45,88 64,23 PSI 

DT2-1 Acceleration A1 - - 

DT2-2 Acceleration A2 - 1042,55 g 

DT2-3 Pressure P1 45,88 46,35 PSI 

DT2-4 Pressure P2 45,88 50,97 PSI 

 
We note from the curves, of the successive figures, which are quite uniform 
to what was expected by comparing the values of literature. From the values 
derived from the teory (Table 18) we can see that the peak value of the 
arrival times vary from reality. In fact, for the UFC the receipt time is 4.04 
ms and in the recordings the time varies between 3.2 and 3.5 ms. We will 
also see that the calculated peak pressure value also deviates from the 
experimental values. The theoretical value of the peak pressure calculated 
at 18 kg of TNT is 45.88 PSI but in the test the value vatia between 46.35 and 
64.23 PSI. This can be explained by the fact that the explosive used is 
dynamite and this is not a military but civil exhibit that can very well 
behave with equal effects to charge higher TNT. 
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Figure 72. Signal of the monometer P3 

 
Figure 73. Signal of the monometer P1 
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Figure 74. Signal of the monometer P3 
 

From the obtained results of the test and reported in Figure 75-76-77-78 we 
can see the different fractures that are generated in the face of the explosion. 
It is emphasized that such a test does not cause fragmentation both along 
the back face and along the front face. 

 
Figure 75. Control wall after the explosion in position U4 
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Figure 76. Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 31 T reinforcing wall in position U3 

 
Figure 77. Planitop Armored Plaster reinforcement wall in U2 position 

 

 
Figure 78. Mapewrap EQ Net reamer wall with Adhesive in position U1 
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After the explosive actived, the value of the damage to the walls is analyzed 
by means of the values obtained from the sclerometer before and after the 
test. The damage values went to study by  t of Student. As previously 
mentioned, the 6 points before and after the test are measured using the 
sclerometer. Every six points is averaged and the t of Student value is 
calculated and then the damage value is calculated using the formula: 

 

𝐷 = 1 −
𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑑
                                                                                                   (34) 

 
Where 𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 is the value obtained by means of the sclerometer before 

the test takes place and 𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑑 is the value taken later by the test. 

The value of the damage can arise if the value obtained from the student's 
t-analysis is less than 0.05. When this condition does not occur, the damage 
is null. If the damage is high and it was not possible to make the 
measurements with the Hammer Schimdt after the explosion, the damage 
value of 100% is assumed. 
Furthermore, in some cases the calculated damage is negative. These cases 
are called false negatives because they are points where the value by means 
of the Hammer of Schimdt provides a value greater than that found before 
the test. These negative values are caused (we think, but are being analyzed 
at the Universidad Politecnica de Madrid) by the conformity of the metal 
structure and the positioning of the reinforcement. Following are shown in 
Table 29-30-31-32 the values of the damage found for each wall. It is 
emphasized that only in Table 29, as an example, are the parameters 
𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒, 𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑑 and the values of the Student t obtained. Recall that the 

points in the tables are those associated with Figure 54 on page 86. 
 
Table 29. Damage of the control wall 

External wall facade 
Points 𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑄𝑚,𝑏𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑑 t of Student Demage 

11 25,5 24,08 0,047 6% 
13 28,33 24 0,015 15% 

Interior wall facade 

Measu
rement 
points 

Average of the 
values before the 

test 

Average values 
after the test 

t of Student Demage 

4 21,58 27,33 0,021 -27% 

12 24,17 26,42 0,0036 -9% 
16 25,17 27,33 0,021 -9% 

17 26,5 28,33 0,0193 -7% 
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Table 30. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the inside facade Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 31 T 

External wall facade 
Measurement points Demage 

1 6% 
2 14% 

5 23% 

6 54% 
7 56% 

9 13% 
12 21% 

13 10% 
14 12% 

17 12% 

Interior wall facade 
Measurement points Demage 

7 16% 
 

Table 31. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the internal facade with Mapewrap EQ Net with Adhesive 

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage 
14 15% 

15 35% 

Interior wall facade 
Measurement points Demage 

4 -13% 
5 -23% 

6 -7% 
8 -9% 

9 -24% 

10 -17% 
12 -16% 

16 -7% 
17 -17% 
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Table 32. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the internal facade with Planitop Intonaco Armato 

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage 
6 16% 

7 15% 

Interior wall facade 
Measurement points Demage 

2 11% 
9 -10% 

17 -11% 

 

The damage that occurs through the previously imposed conditions, 

characterized by an explosive of 18 kg of equivalent TNT, suffers a damage 

of type C (Table 9) that corrects to an intermediate damage. In fact, the walls 

are found with high fractures especially in the facades where there is no 

reinforcement. In fact, the façades in which the Mapewrap EQ Net 

reinforcement is present with Adhesive and the one with Mapegrid C170 

and Mapewrap 31 T we can see that they are not characterized by superficial 

cracks and the walls are intact. However, in these walls in the exterior 

facade there are high fractures, especially in the case of the Mapewrap EQ 

Net with Adhesive. In the case of the Planitop Intonaco Armato reinforcing 

wall, we note that fractures are present on both sides. It is noted that in this 

case, a long façade in which reinforcement is not present, there is a greater 

fracture density than the façade in which reinforcement is present. Even the 

wall without reinforcement is characterized by cracks in both facades. In 

this case we note that the values of the fractures obtained are intermediate 

values and for this reason we can say that by analyzing the video generated 

by the high-speed video camera I can say that the explosive worked well 

without any problem. Moreover, from the percentage damage values that 

have been reported in the tables, it is noted that negative values occur only 

on the internal façade, that in direct contact with the explosive charge. In 

this case we can give the cause to the metallic structure. The auxiliary 

structure is fixed to the wall only in the upper end but the pressure wave 

striking the wall causes a displacement of the base. From the high-speed 

camera one can clearly see the displacement that the wall undergoes. 

Proprop for this reason the internal façade is subject to compression 

producing a value greater than the parameter Q. In the following tests to 

avoid this displacement of the lower base of the wall it was decided to 
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attach behind the base of the wooden planks that fill the gap between the 

UPE profile and the metal structure. 

-  Test number 2 

 
In the second test it was decided to increase the explosive charge by a value 
of 18 kg of TNT equivalent to a value of 25 kg of equivalent TNT. This value 
generates a value of 31.6 kg of Dynamite and leads to an altitude value of 
0.70 m. The values found in the test are shown in Table 33. We note that in 
this case the values that were able to record are those of the sensors A3, A2, 
P3 and P1. We see that for the other sensors there are no recorded values 
due to the fact that the pressure wave investing the sensors and their 
components have disconnected the cables that connected them to the data 
acquisition system. 
 
Table 33. Values obtained from the registration of the test 2 

Channel Measure ID 
Estimated UFC of 

Pressure (PSI) 
Experimental estimate 

of the peak value 

DT1-1 Acceleration A3 - 659.9 g 

DT1-2 Acceleration A4 - - 

DT1-3 Pressure P3 59.12 80 PSI 

DT2-1 Acceleration A1 - - 

DT2-2 Acceleration A2 - 1170.2 g 

DT2-3 Pressure P1 59.12 82.6 PSI 

DT2-4 Pressure P2 59.12 - 

 

Also shown in Figure 79-80 are signals of the pressures that were recorded 

during the test. Observing the values of the pressure peaks in the signal we 

can see that the values of the sagnale vary from 80 PSI to 82.6 PSI. In the 

literature, using the UFC a value of about 60 PSI has been obtained. This big 

difference can be caused by the fact that Dynamite is a civil and non-

military explosive. In general, the effects calculated using the equivalent 

TNT can be reported to the effects of a military explosive but may be lower 

than those of a civilian explosive. Precisely for this reason we can explain 

the difference between the values found experimentally and theoretically. 
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Figure 79. Signal of the monometer P1 

 
Figure 80. Signal of the monometer P1 

 
The effects observed after the start of the 31.6 kg charge of Dynamite are 
reported in the following Figures 81-82-83-84. 
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Figure 81. Control wall after the explosion in position U4 

 

Figure 82. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the external facade with Planitop Armored Plaster in 
position U2 

 
Figure 83. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the external facade with Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 

31 T in position U3 
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Figure 84. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the external facade with Mapewrap EQ Net with Adhesive 
in position U1 

 
As can be seen from the preceding figures, there has been the generation of 
fragmentation in the internal façade, that is to say, positioned in direct 
contact with the explosive charge. It is noted that in this case the most 
damaged walls are the walls with Mapewrap EQ Net and Adhesive 
reinforcement, in fact, as shown in Figure 84, the adhesive is also torn, and 
the control wall. The wall with less damage is reinforced with Mapegrid 
C170 and Mapewrap 31 T. We can recognize the walls with greater damage 
by calculating the areas in which the coating is no longer present as shown 
in Table 29. 
 
Table 39. Value of damaged areas of walls using AutoCad 

Total areas of the damage 

Control wall 
Mapewrap EQ Net and 

Adhesive  
Planitop Intonaco 

Armato 
Mapegrid C170 and 

Mapewrap 31 T  

m2  m2  m2  m2  

0.46 0.52 0.21 0.09 

 
 
Furthermore, for each wall the percentage damage was calculated as in the 
previous test by the Student's t method and the Formula 34. Subsequently 
in the Tables 40-41-42-43 the values of the wall damage are always reported 
relative to the points schematized in Figure 54. 
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Table 40. Damage of the control wall 

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
2 13% 13 11% 

4 100% 14 12% 
7 12% 16 13% 

8 11% 17 39% 
9 10% 19 20% 

Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage 

5 8% 
10 8% 

11 17% 
16 17% 

17 35% 
 
Table 41. Damage of wall with Planitop Intonaco Armato 

External wall facade 
Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 

1 22% 10 9% 

2 39% 11 9% 
3 14% 12 10% 

5 13% 14 100% 
6 22% 15 41% 

7 40% 16 6% 
8 7% 20 100% 

9 10%     
 
Table 42. Wall damage with Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 31 T  

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
1 19% 10 11% 

2 22% 11 10% 

3 23% 12 9% 

Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 

6 10% 13 21% 
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8 15% 14 9% 
9 28% 15 12% 

10 26% 16 5% 
11 31% 17 11% 

12 17%     
Table 43. Damage to the wall with Mapewrap EQ Net with Adhesive 

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
2 14% 10 40% 

3 55% 11 52% 
6 29% 12 56% 

7 26% 13 100% 

8 100% 15 6% 
9 49% 18 7% 

Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
2 13% 10 14% 

4 17% 11 15% 
5 7% 12 16% 

8 10%     

We note that in this test in many cases the damage reaches the Maximum 

(100%). These are the points where the fragment part of the fragment has 

been shattered and that the shape of the points to be measured has not 

remained. 

 

-  Test number 3 

In the third and final test the charge of 31.6 kg of Dynamite is always used 

at a height of 0.70 m above the ground. In this case the internal facade, in 

direct contact with the charge, is the one in which reinforcement is present. 

The recorded data are shown in Table 44. 
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Table 44. Values obtained from the registration of the test 3 

Channel Measure ID 
Estimated UFC of 

Pressure (PSI) 
Experimental estimate 

of the peak value 

DT1-1 Acceleration A3 - 1351.1 g 

DT1-2 Acceleration A4 - 1493.7 g 

DT1-3 Pressure P3 59.12 - 

DT2-1 Acceleration A1 - 1241.7 g 

DT2-2 Acceleration A2 - 1329.8 g 

DT2-3 Pressure P1 59.12 87 

DT2-4 Pressure P2 59.12 97.1 

 

The Figures 85-86-87-88 shows photos of the wall conditions after the test 

has started. 

 

 

Figure 85. Control wall after the explosion in position U1 
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Figure 86. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the internal facade with Wallewrap EQ Net with Adhesive 

in position U4 

 

Figure 87. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the internal facade with Planitop Armored Plaster in 

position U2 

 
Figure 88. Damage of the wall with reinforcement in the internal facade with Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 

31 T in position U3 
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As can be seen from the photographs in this test fragmentation does not 

occur. The walls after the priming of the wall are characterized by fractures. 

The wall in which Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 31 T is present is the one 

characterized by less damage. Fractures are only present on the façade 

where reinforcement is not present. In the other walls the breakages are 

present in both the facades but there is no presence of fragmentation as is 

found in the previous case. Table 45-46-47-48 shows the different values of 

the damage characterized by the formula 34 previously present. 

 
Table 45. Damage of the control wall 

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
2 33% 11 46% 

4 27% 12 48% 
6 63% 13 63% 

7 55% 14 10% 

8 100% 15 15% 
9 36% 17 6% 

10 19%     

Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage 

6 21% 
8 10% 

11 18% 
 
Table 46. Damage of the wall with Mapewrap EQ Net with Adhesive 

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
1 9% 12 -5% 

2 24% 14 38% 
4 40% 17 -6% 

5 14% 18 13% 
7 -5% 20 -7% 

Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 

2 8% 11 5% 
5 10% 12 9% 
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Table 47. Damage of wall with Planitop Intonaco Armato 

External wall facade 
Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 

5 100% 13 36% 
7 -13% 14 24% 

8 25% 15 14% 

9 17%     
Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 
5 14% 12 -10% 

11 -8% 14 -15% 
 
Table 48. Wall damage with Mapegrid C170 and Mapewrap 31 T  

External wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 

3 10% 12 21% 
4 38% 13 46% 

5 38% 16 45% 

6 20% 17 43% 
7 15% 18 14% 

11 23%     

Interior wall facade 

Measurement points Demage Measurement points Demage 

2 18% 12 11% 
4 18% 14 16% 

6 16% 17 15% 

11 13%     
 

As can be seen in the percentage damage tables, here too there are negative 

values that will be studied in greater detail in the following months, but 

that we can attribute to the type of reinforcement and to the auxiliary 

structure that supports the walls. 
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3 - Conclusions and future developments 
 
 
In this master thesis, the behaviors of different constructive solutions were 

analyzed following an explosion. Three tests were performed characterized 

by an explosive amount of 22.8 kg or 31.6 kg of Dynamite and four walls for 

each of it. 

In the first period of work, the explosive was studied and designed to be 

used in the experimental phase. At this stage, it is worked by referring to a 

charge in kilograms of TNT, as it is the explosive that has more 

documentation and, once finished the initial analysis, it is converted into a 

charge of dynamite which produces the same effects produced by the 

Trinitrotoluene. 

To determine the weight value of equivalent TNT, we proceeded to define 

that the distance between charge and wall is equal to 5 m. Subsequently, the 

distance value was searched for with respect to the weight of equivalent 

TNT which provided an intermediate damage to the walls. This was done 

taking into account a range of possible scaled distances obtained from pre-

existing items. 

Furthermore, to consider that a uniform pressure acts on the walls, it is 

necessary to consider a height of the triple point, where the incident and the 

reflected waves generated by the explosive charge are encountered, is 

greater than the height of the wall (2.5 m). For this reason, to obtain a triple 

point greater than 2.5 m, it was calculated that the explosive charge is placed 

at a height of 0.50 m above ground in the case of 18 kg of TNT and 0.70 m 

in the case of 25 kg of TNT and in both cases the explosive was positioned 

at a distance of 5 m. 

The masonry test walls were characterized by a wall, called a control wall, 

without reinforcement and three consisting of a reinforcement placed on 

the façade in direct contact with the explosive charge or on the opposite 

side. The types of reinforcements were of three types: 

 

- Planitop Intonaco Armato, a fluid cement mortar; 

- Mapegrid C170 recycled grid impregnated with Mapewrap 31T 

semi-fluid epoxy adhesive; 

- the combination of a MapeWrap EQ Net, the glass fibre 

reinforcement used in combination with MapeWrap EQ 

Adhesive. 
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From the three tests performed, the pressure trends were obtained that were 

compared with the values extracted by the UFC. It should be noted that 

from the recordings of the pressure in the tests, it is stated that the explosive 

has worked well even if it is noted that the experimental values are higher 

than the theoretical values obtained from the literature. This is explained by 

the fact that the initial calculations were made on an explosive consisting of 

a value in kilograms of TNT. Subsequently by means of coefficients, the 

value in kilograms of the explosive charge that will actually be used in the 

test is determined. In this case Dynamite, a civil explosive, is used. Precisely 

for this reason the values obtained by the UFC considering the explosive in 

TNT equivalents can give less results than those obtained experimentally 

from a civil explosive. In the case of a military explosive, it would be safer 

to obtain a value more similar to the theoretical one. 

The tests generated different effects. In the first test, in which the 

reinforcements are positioned on the facade of the innermost wall, where 

an explosive of 22.8 kg of dynamite was used at a height of 0.50 m, 

intermediate damage of type C was caused (Table 9). Increasing the charge 

to 31.6 kg of Dynamite in the following cases we obtain that in the second 

test the fragmentation of a portion of the internal facade of the wall without 

reinforcement is obtained. In the third test, in which the reinforcements 

were positioned on the internal facade, with a 31.6 kg charge of dynamite, 

there were no fragmentation values but only cracks in the wall. In the 

second and third tests, damage values of intermediate type of category B 

are generated (Table 9). 

For the evaluation of the damage, reference is made to the comparison of 

the values measured by the Schmidt Hammer before and after the start of 

the explosive charge, by means of statistical analyzes. 

In particular, in accordance with the forecasts made in the dimensioning of 

the explosive for the determination of the intermediate damage, comparing 

the behavior of the walls of the second and third tests, both characterized 

by the charge of 31.6 kg of dynamite placed at a distance of 5m and raised 

from the ground by 0.70 m by means of a polyester block, there are evident 

differences. 

In the second test the reinforcements were placed on the façade of the outer 

wall, not in direct contact with the explosive, and in the third test to the 

contrary. It was found that the biggest difference is fragmentation. In the 

second test the spalling phenomenon does not occur only in the case of 

Mapegrid C170 with Mapewrap 31T in which only fractures are found. In 

the third test, where all the reinforcements are positioned on the façade in 
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direct contact with the explosive, no fragmentation is generated in any 

reinforced wall and the best result obtained from the statistical analysis 

would seem to be the wall with the Planitop Intonaco Armato. 

Based on the results deduced from the analyzes, the percentage of the 

damage, and considering the cases of fragmentation, in first approximation 

we consider that: the Mapewrap 31T and MapeWrap EQ Net does not work 

very well because in both tests the reinforcement fabric is torn. In fact, in 

the second test does not avoid fragmentation and does not remain glued to 

the wall. Instead the walls with Planitop Intonaco Armato work quite well. 

In conditions of reinforcement placed on the façade in direct contact with 

the explosive, fracturing formation is obtained that is lower than that 

obtained from the other walls, but it works poorly with the reinforcement 

on the opposite side, in fact it generates fragmentation. Finally, the 

Mapegrid C170 with Mapewrap 31T works well. In both cases the 

phenomenon of chipping does not occur. You notice that it reacts worse 

when it is placed in direct contact with the explosive, but in general it seems 

the best of all three products. 

 

This thesis is part, as mentioned earlier, of a first phase of the PICAEX 

project, which will then be better analyzed by a pure 3D lagrangic approach 

using LS-DYNA. For this reason also the statistical analysis on the damage 

from the values obtained from the measurements by means of the Hammer 

of Schmidt, which have been reported in this final thesis, will be examined 

in greater detail in the following months with the continuation of the 

project. 
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